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Thomas, | pay you a hundred and fifty dollars a week to be 
my chauffeur, now den’t just sit there ...do something. 

Late for dinner again. 
My wife’ll shoot me. 

Will you watch that right fender, huh, Mac??? Do these people realize I’m a 25 thou a year man? Move! 

Whee! I think I’m addicted to truck exhaust fumes. 
| hate people. 
Especially people who drive cars. 

Je wie | bie . The same to you, Charlie! 

Just what | need. A guy ina f. SAV a\| 1iNi 2 ' 
helicopter broadcasting to me ; A ge NY | ee oo 
on my car radio that there’s / f =) | 5) vt aa ee | 
a traffic jam right where I’m \ \ eee | ‘ee , ‘ 
sitting and listening to my | i , | CL fe John, Darling, the pains: 
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To solve America’s man-sized traffic jams, 
Westinghouse needs man-sized minds 

We have already built the first com- train... and acompletely automated interests. Talk to the Westinghouse 
pletely automated experimental control system for San Francisco’s recruiter when he visits your campus. 

transit expressway in Pittsburgh. . . Bay Area Rapid Transit System. Or write Luke Noggle, Westinghouse 
been awarded contracts for the pro- Transportation is just one of many Education Center, Pittsburgh, Penn- 
pulsion and control system for the areas at Westinghouse that needs sylvania 15221. 

160-mph New York-to-Washington your talents, your capabilities, your An equal opportunity employer 

og tas . 
You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse
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ALLIS-CHALMERS 

A unique 
combination 

of capabilities 
UNIQUE... Because Allis-Chalmers serves so many industries in so many vital ways. 
No other manufacturer researches, develops, builds, markets, installs and services as 
many products and processes for as many specialized needs as does Allis-Chalmers. 
Our unique combination of capabilities serves all major industries including 
agriculture, electric utility, mining, metals, construction, cement, chemical, pulp and 
paper, food, material handling, general industry and aerospace. 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO YOU?... Simply this: If you want to work for a 
company with a broadly diversified range of engineering opportunities ... with an 
on-the-job growth program... with an opportunity to continue your education 
through a liberal tuition refund program... with industry’s most flexible training 
program, send for a copy of our latest career booklet. Expect a prompt reply. 

WRITE: COLLEGE RELATIONS, ALLIS-CHALMERS, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, 53201 

ALLIS-CHALMERS 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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The first year at Uni 
you'll probably get more out of us 

than we'll get out of an we'll get out of you. 
Mev you won't call your first year with us develop as an individual. (We'll help you further 

an advance seminar (with pay). But that’s your education—-should you decide on advanced 
what it often amounts to. study.) 

For one thing, you'll learn more about the Go to work in the big league Twin Cities—the 

working aspects of your field here in six months business, industrial and technical center of the 
than you could learn in two years of schooling. Upper Midwest. 
You'll work with men who developed the first Sign up today for an interview with Univac, 

computers. Men who remain respected author- Twin Cities. A schedule has been posted in your 
ities in every area of computer technology, and placement office. 
who enjoy sharing their knowledge with the 
young. You'll be faced not with busy work, but 
with projects that demand innovation and imag- : 
ination. soe 

If, during that initial 12 months, you happen 
to make a significant contribution, you'll be. 
rewarded accordingly. But the point is, we don’t FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION 

expect it. All we expect is that you keep an open 2750 WEST SEVENTH BLVD. 
ear and an open mind; that you work hard to ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55116 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F 
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If you want a career with the only 
big computer company that makes 
retail data systems complete 
from sales registers to computers, 
where would you go? 

Guess again. 

It's NCR, and this is not the only surprise you may get if 
you take a closer look at NCR. 

We're a company alive with new ideas, research, de- 
velopment. A year never passes without NCR increasing its 
investment in research. We have hundreds of engineers, 
chemists, and physicists exploring their own ideas for the 
company that’s willing to wait and let them do it. 

Take a closer look and you'll see that NCR makes com- 
puters, electronic accounting systems, highly sophisticated 
solid-state communications systems for space and defense 
applications, and you'll see that even our good old cash reg- 
isters have become advanced information machines for 
businessmen. 

In a list of “emerging ideas of 1966,” Business Manage- 
ment magazine credits NCR with two out of seven: pioneer- 
ing in laser technology for recording data, and development 
of our new PCMI microform system that puts the Bible on 
a projector slide. 

When you start looking, look closely at NCR. NCR can sur- 
prise you; maybe you have some surprises for us. Write to 
T. F. Wade, Executive and Professional Placement, NCR, 
Dayton, Ohio 45409. 

An Equal OpportunityEmployer. © 
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We’re getting ready for tomorrow. We have to. We’re responsible for helping Chicago we 

become the city of tomorrow. We need the talent, ambition and dreams of today’s graduate ( 

engineers. Young men who can handle the problems of urban expansion. Who can create PEOPLES fy GAS 

solutions on a drawing board or out in the field. Who can manage the implementation of AND 

their solutions. Men who want to find their way to high-level management positions. NORTH SHORE 
If this is the opportunity you’ve been preparing for, interview with The Peoples Gas Light cas company 

and Coke Company of Chicago. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Peoples also has openings for academic majors in Accounting, 
Business Administration, Economics, Finance, Home Economics, 

Liberal Arts, Marketing, Mathematics and Statistics.



When life was easy . . . the end of the world was three blocks away (as 
far as mom would let you skate). Things have sure picked up since then... 
you can not only travel to the ends of the earth today—but to the moon 
tomorrow. 

At Teletype we're working on tomorrow, and we need bright, aggressive 
individuals to work with us. We need the kind of kids that explored every 
inch of those three blocks yesterday—to explore every mile of the road to 

tomorrow —a tomorrow 

which will demand the 
best in message and data 

communications. 

Electrical, Mechani- 
cal, Industrial, Chemical, 
Metallurgical Engineer— 

whatever your field, you'll 

e find an exciting future at 

Teletype. To find out more 
about us, and where you fit into the picture, talk to the Bell System Recruiter 
when he visits your campus—or write : 

TELETYPE 

TELETYPE CORPORATION 
. College Relations Department A45 

machines that make data move ® §555 W. Touhy Avenue e Skokie, Illinois 60076 

Fes a 
7c 

._ 

~~ FF | 

A Bell System Company : : 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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EDITORIAL 

/ / 

Heres To St. Patty's Day... 

About fifty years ago, St. Pat’s was a day the lawyers dreaded! Not only were 

they unable to grow longer beards, or chug more green beer than the engineers, 

they couldn’t win the queen contest, or the float competition, or the rotten egg 

throw, or even play better practical jokes. (Remember the day that they chained 

the law building doors shut and only the engineers knew where the lead link was? ) 

It’s sad that the lawyers haven’t got the spunk to try any more, because it’s always 

been such fun beating them. 

St. Pat’s this year is going to be really good! All the committees are in full swing, 

planning (and plotting?) for the beard contest, buttons, a great dance band (re- 

ported to be Robin and the Three Hoods), and all the green beer your heart desires. 

By the way, even last year the lawyers were trounced, I hear. Seems some enter- 

prising young souls covered their Gargoyle (that last relic of that old relic—the old 

law building) with plaster of paris and green paint. Poor lawyers — they were so 

busy chipping it off they had no energy left to retaliate. 

This year, for any new lawyers who want an in on the action, the engineers are 

offering a challenge — prove that you can get the best of us this year (net efforts, 

now ‘til St. Pat’s day). We'd like to see some proof of your existence, if only for 

old times’ sake. 

Oh, and by the way, in case you didn’t know — ST. PAT WAS AN ENGINEER! 

Lawyers are only long-winded. 

The Engineers 

FEBRUARY, 1968 ii
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There is a growing need for nonferrous metals. 

° ° 
To grow with it, contact Anaconda. 
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Robert Lindsay (BSME, U. of Kansas '64) is quality Joel Kocen (BS Commerce, Wash. & Lee ’59; LLB, David Madalozzo (BSEE, Bradley ’61) is plant en- control supervisor of Anaconda Aluminum Com- Wash. & Lee ’61) left, is senior tax analyst at  gineer of the new Anaconda Wire and Cable Com- 
pany's plant in Louisville, Ky. New York headquarters of Anaconda. pany mill in Tarboro, N.C. 
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Alvin Cassidy (BA Econ., Bellarmine '54; MBA, Robert Zwolinski (BSME, Rutgers '57) is chief Willard Chamberlain (BE Metal. Eng., Yale ’53) is 
U. of Louisville '59) is director of financial planning mechanical engineer with Anaconda Wire and manager of Anaconda American Brass Company’s 
of Anaconda Aluminum Company, Louisville, Ky. Cable Company, New York. Valley Mills, Waterbury and Ansonia, Conn. 
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Robert Ingersoll (BS Geol., Montana Tech. ’51 Thomas Tone (BS Mining, U. of Arizona '62) is Richard Symonds (BS Metal., U. of Nevada '57) is 
MS Geol., Montana Tech. ’64) right, is senior geol- foreman of the furnace dept. at the electrolytic superintendent of the lead plant at Anaconda’s 

ogist, Anaconda’s mining operations, Butte, Mont. copper refinery in Perth Amboy, N.J. smelter in Tooele, Utah. 
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Jay Bonnar (BS Met., M.L.T. 57; MS Ind. Mgmt., Wilson McCurry (BSc, Arizona State '64) is an Terrence McNulty (BS Chem., Stanford ’61; MS 
M.IT. '62) left, is research administrator of assistant geologist in Anaconda’s new mines Metal., Montana Tech. '63; DSc Metal., Col. School 
Anaconda American Brass Company’s research  dept., currently working on development of the of Mines '66) is senior research engineer, extrac- 
and technical center, Waterbury, Conn. Twin Buttes mine near Tucson, Ariz. tive metallurgical research, Tucson, Ariz. 

Anaconda American Brass Co., Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., Anaconda Aluminum Co. 
For information about your opportunity at Anaconda, write: 

Director of Personnel, The Anaconda Co., 25 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10004. Equal opportunity employer. 67122 
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LETTERS 

——— FEEDBACK ———_ 

To encourage discussion of the problems of the Col- used for such beneficial purposes as cure of cancer, 

lege of Engineering and general student hang-ups, power to light the home, food preservation, ete. 

THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER will publish letters In short, my point is that war is bad. It does destroy 
which we feel are of interest to you, the reader. If some- people, places, and things. However, it is a commonly 

thing about school or THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER held idea that nothing good can come from war. Cer- 
bothers you, just leave a note (or a bomb) in our mail tainly, this is not true. Scientific work is given a tremen- 

box in the M.E. lobby. We will do our best to make you dous uplift in the time of national emergency. Weapons 

be heard. of war can be used for peaceful purposes to the benefit 

ee of humanity. 

As to the engineer, when is he working to produce a 

I must take a negative attitude to your editorial in the war machine? Is the engineer working for Dow in their 
November 1967 Engineer. It is very true that the engi- pharmacy division contributing to the service of hu- 

neer accepts the responsibility to serve mankind in his manity? How about the engineer working for a power 

work. Perhaps there are those who feel that the manu- company who supplies the napalm plant with power. 

facture of weapons systems negates this obligation in Is he serving humanity? In summary, our economy has 

that it assists in destroying our civilization. It would be become so complex that practically everyone will have 

logical to assume that anyone who participates in this something to do with a process concerned with war. 
scheme is to blame for its results, I cannot agree with However, one must also realize that in his work, he can 

this idea. History will show that the development of the also do much good for society. 

rocket as we know it occurred because of World War II. By the time this is printed, and I hope it is, I will have 

Scientists worked to develop the ultimate weapon. In departed this university for industry. I cannot leave 

doing so, the rocket system was given a tremendous without expressing my views on this subject because 

boost, It is true that the first aim of the scientists was to indifference is in effect agreeing, and I most certainly 

render harm, but without this boost, I suspect our rocket do not agree with your stand. 

and space technology would be greatly retarded. Respectfully, 

The age of Atomic Energy was spawned because of a Thomas M. Kulas 

weapon — The Atomic Bomb. Now, atomic energy is EE Class Jan. 1968 

FEBRUARY, 1968 9



———_—_—_—> FEEDBACK <_—_—_—— 

I was very pleased to see your editorial in the Novem- warked since by Savage’s career which continued long 

ber 1967 issue of THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER in after his retirement from the U.S. Bureau of Reclama- 

which you cited the functions and responsibilities of an tion in 1945. 

engineer in terms of a quotation from “Faith of an En- For 40 years after joining the reclamation agency at a 

gincer.” salary of $60 a month in 1903 Savage designed many 

I have found that such a basic idea is best identified domestic dams, including such famous ones as Hoover 

in terms of the performance of specific engineers. One and Grand Coulee Dams. He earned his share of brass 

such engineer who just died about a week ago was John plaques. 

L, Savage, a Wisconsin graduate. I am enclosing some But Savage went far beyond the limits of the United 

newspaper clippings regarding Mr. Savage and I pre- States. He designed dams in China (on the main channel 

sume Dean Wendt’s office had considerably more refer- of the Yangtze), in India (the great Bhakra Dam) and 

ence material which might serve as a basis for an article projects in Manchuria, Mexico, Afghanistan, Australia 

describing his notable career. and Ceylon (and the list is by no means complete). 

With best wishes, I am, Savage made far better salary as a consultant than he 

Sincerely yours, ever did with the bureau. He retired from a job which 

Adolph J. Ackerman paid less than $10,000 a year; he often earned $100 a day 

Consulting Engineer plus expenses as a consultant. He could have had more 

Madison, Wis. than that but he kept down his fees, in relation to what 

—_ other engineers charged, because he believed in helping 

underdeveloped nations. 

Dam builder John Lucian Savage, who died in Denver Many millions of people throughout the world have 

last week at the age of 88, was praised in 1948 by a light, power and irrigation water today because of John 
national magazine which said: “more people are in- Savage’s efforts. This Denverite was the sort of Ameri- 

debted to him,and will be for generations, than to any can whose name and reputation may well outlive the 

other engineer. brass plaques bearing his name in many parts of the 

Such praise was applicable then and it has been bul- world. — Denver Post, Dec. 31, 1967 

mal 
y 
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| t [ In aerospace/electronics : 

g a a prococescescscccccce4 

the action is. #ustes Os reree eeereccerl 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

You can go forward, go fast, gofar...at the customer at operational sites. Re- training devices, plan field training pro- 

Hughes Field Service &Support Division.  sponsibilities include: providing main- grams and prepare courses for use at 

If you are seeking a stimulating assign- tenance, operational and technical customer bases. Requires a Bachelor’s 

ment where you can get in on the assistance; formal and informal on-the- degree in E.E., or Physics. Experi- 

ground floor of the rapidly-expanding job training; logistic assistance andthe ence in preparing and presenting 

aerospace/electronics field, capitalize investigation and solution of equipment technical electronics material in the 

immediately on your background and problems experienced in the field. Re- classroom and laboratory is highly 

training, and progress quickly toward quires a Bachelor’s degree in E.E. desirable but not mandatory. 

your career goals—Hughes Field Serv- a a po with military ~~~ ENGINEERING WRITING 

cg Supper Division in Southern fra onto rae ot cOnmUNiSHOnS Space rnd commuricatoe alifornia will welcome YOUR INGUITY. Y Y: convert complex engineering data into 
Some current fields of interest include: MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING simple, accurate, illustrated support 

DESIGN ENGINEERING During design phase, positions involve publications, including technical man- 
Openings exist for Electronic and Me- analysis of the feasibility of built-in, self- uals, orders, brochures, sales proposals, 

chanical Design Engineers in the devel- test features, application of automatic etc. Fields of interest include: digital/ 

opment of Trainers & Simulators and in checkout equipment, standardizationof analogcomputers, display att 

the design of checkout and test equip- circuitry design, minimization of ad- systems, digital and gi) 

ment for large missile and aerospace justment and alignment requirements ALT 
systems. These responsible positions 294 packaging of the product. During x lh Nc] Za 
require interest and/or experience in System development, assignments will §. Xx. IND 2 
such design areas as: analog circuits, '"Volve production of a complete set of RS e Vitae 
digital logic, switch/ relay logic, electro- integrated logistics Support doc- Peet i, S 
mechanical packaging, infrared test- Uments for use as planning RA a©0y1v7 “QUT 
ing, inertial guidance and Command/ 8uides. Requires B.S. degree Ss RSSSScGOY | . 
Control systems. aa in E.E. or Physics. —~ (LSS WO” voice satellite com- 

Responsibilities will sD , op ey" ; ees Hor SISteTSis 
include all phases Dhl Op, Spee Sy and manyothers, Requires a 

of aesiah and i TU LY Ma VY NBS a B.S. degree in E.E. or Physics. 

fenton te JM, by 4, Up ae A i CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 

final fabrication ve | VY @® MV, Yj) < LE ee Lg March 11, 1968 
and evaluation. M.S. A L 4 YU Ry ae For additional information on the ca- 
or Bachelor’s degree is a LLM hdl TECHNICAL TRAINING reer opportunities available at Hughes 

‘ ; ; 7 ini Aircraft Company—and to arrange a required in E.E., M.E. or Physics. b enn oe ee papas personal interview with our Technical 

——— FIED ENGINEERING OT Ol CIViart ana TUialy: BELSONNE! tO Staff representatives please contact 
efficiently operate and maintain ad- your College Placement Office or write: 

The Field Engineer’s job ranges from vanced electronic systems. Technical Mr. R. J. Waldron, Hughes Aircraft 
complete contractor maintenance of Instructors conduct training classes at Connery Ed iro 90515, Los An- 
electronic systems to technical assist- Hughes California sites and work di- BEIES, DE ee coeaycei wae 
ance. His primary function is to assist rectly with customers to evolve special SSS CUTUEEN SEE BEQUINED 
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COVER STORY 

OCEAN ENGINEERING: e 

by A. W. Bedford, Jr. 

General Electric Corporation 

THE WORLD'S FIRST UNDERSEA RESEARCHER: door well closed on the barrel. When he had dis- 
Alecandexthe Creseuxed a Glass basal foes jen appeared from view into the sea, he saw little and 

Alex unde the Gre at used a gh ass barrel for an under great-whelesand many other-fishriker bad the-forin 
sea investigation in the fourth century, B.C. The follow- . 
isoiat ie ee [oa \ , eo aacen of beasts that live on land and walk on legs and that ing account is taken from the 13th century manuscript . i . 
ina Brussels Library: lived among the trees which nourished them. The 

whales came to him and then drew back. He also 
“He looked to the bottom of the sea to show him saw many wonders that were unbelievable for man 

the wonders there. He called for glassmakers and to see and that were unknown to all. He saw fish 
ordered that they make a glass barrel that would that resembled men and women and that walked 
permit him to see clearly all things at great depths. on the bottom of the sea, devouring other fish as 
Then Alexander (the Great) ordered that the barrel men do in this world. When Alexander had seen 
be held by good iron chains. For darkness (he enough of these wonders of the sea he made signs 
ordered) glowing lamps — then entering, had the for those above to draw him up.” 
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@ Most of us are aware of a few ba- tury that a true interest has devel- The extent of this potential is very 
sic facts about the world’s oceans: oped at all, and only since World large. The oceans vary in depth up 
that they are divided into several | War IJ that a real, and increasing —_ to about 36,000 feet. About 8 percent 
main bodies, that they represent 71 need for knowledge of oceans and of the total area the oceans occupy, 

percent of the world’s surface; that the lands beneath them, has been however, is represented by conti- 
parts of them are very deep; and that recognized. nental shelves where the depth is 
they are a food source for many of That interest has been emphasized —_ about 600 feet or less. These conti- 
the world’s inhabitants. by mankind’s needs. Although 29% nental shelves are submerged land 

Usually, also, we are more dimly of the world’s area is dry land, only masses protruding from continents 
aware of other facts, such as drilling 41% of that amount supports habita- for distances up to several hundred 
for offshore oil and reclaiming mag- tion. Thus our current world popu- miles. Most of the useful undersea 
nesium from seawater and accounts lation of about 3,000,000,000 people, food and mineral sources exist in 
of undersea mountains and volca- with its constantly increasing de- these regions — and the area that 
noes. Thereupon our knowledge — mands for foods and resources, lives _ these shelves alone can open to us 
usually fails completely. No aspect — on only 12% of the world’s surface. for utilization is about 11,500,000 
of our natural environment is less The oceans may well be the largest square miles, roughly the size of the 
understood after thousands of years untapped source for supplementing —_ African continent! 
exposure to it than are the world’s the world’s food and mineral supply. The potential and the rewards are 
oceans and the land beneath them. We have already begun to draw here, in the depths. So is the prob- 

Our lack of knowledge of the upon the ocean’s food and mineral lem of working in a hostile environ- 
oceans and the underseas configura- resources. ment. The sea, a mystery as old as 
tions is understandable. For centu- For example, in addition to the the stars, has become the new engi- 
ries man’s basic physical limitations familiar forms of fish food, a good, _ neering frontier. 
in such an environment kept him _ vitamin-rich flour has been devel- 
from going down deep enough, stay-__ oped from fish types thought to have OT 
ing long enough, covering a large no commercial value; kelp farming . a 
enough area, and making enough __ is already a profitable investment off Mr. Bedford is manager of G. E. 

significant observations to develop _ the California coast. Iron ore is be- Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory 
a body of knowledge that was equiv- ing reclaimed from the sands of NR-1 project—the group develop- 
alent to his increasing understand- Tokyo Bay and there is enough alu- ing the power plant for the first 

ing of other phases of his environ- — minum and copper in reachable atomic-powered research lab. 
ment. Furthermore, there was no ocean beds to last the world a mil- 
great need to give impetus to de- lion years at the present rate of con- 
veloping a science or technology for sumption. 
overcoming these basic limitations, Such advances are indicative of 
as long as the earth provided the the ocean’s potential. The problem, _i 
food and minerals for man’s survival. indeed, is in making that potential y 
It is only within the past half cen- more readily attainable. 
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@ /f you make it as a Dunham-Bush Engineer 

it won’t take you long 
to earn your STRIPES 

Our requirements aren’t easy, but the rewards Join other recent graduates who have already 
are great. . .our pace is definitely geared to the — earned their stripes and are climbing to even big- 
man who wants more than just an engineering ger things. Join Jerry Keyes, a recent Michigan 

"job", We're looking for pace-setters and think- | Tech graduate working as a full-fledged App- 
ing leaders. lication Engineer in our main plant. . .or Jim 

If you're our type of man, we'll know it, and — Lynch from Cal Poly, who is now the Chief En- 
you'll know it, and you'll earn your stripes fast gineer at our Riverside, California plant. . .or 
with one of the world's foremost manufacturers Larry Bremer, a recent Kansas State graduate 
of space-age heating and cooling systems. A who is making it big as a design and product en- 
variety of exciting careers awaits you here if — gineer in our Marshalltown, lowa plant. . .or 

you're restless to move ahead. Gary Montgomery, a 1966 Kansas State grad 
Talented men don’t get lost at Dunham-Bush. working on applied systems as an Application 

We're small enough to know and appreciate Engineer in West Hartford. 
you. . .large enough to offer you opportunities as At Dunham-Bush, the world is your lair. Write 
diverse and unusual as projects for the world’s to Director of Technical Services, West Hartford, 
tallest building or the world’s fastest rocket. Conn. 06110 for full particulars. 

73) DUNHAM-BUSH 
y MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 

REFRIGERATION « AIR CONDITIONING « HEATING EQUIPMENT 
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Why engineering students graduate to Lockheed. progress is a matter of 
degrees. But, that's only the beginning. At Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, we're working on wideworld... 

otherworld...upperworld...and subworld projects. We're pretty high on space... we've got Agena to prove it. 

And, when it comes to ballistic missiles, Polaris and Poseidon show an arc of triumph. We think deeply, too... 

consider our deep submergence vehicles, for example. And, just to show you our feet are solidly on the ground, 
we're working on advanced land vehicles. Information? Business, government and industry get it out of our 

systems. () For more information write to: Mr. R. C. Birdsall, Professional Placement Manager, P.O. Box 504, 

Sunnyvale, California 94088. Lockheed is an equal opportunity employer. LOCKHEED 

MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
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You'll manufacture nothing. © 
But create much... a 
as an Air Force Systems | @ 

a _ 
nswola _ @ Command civilian. t 

i 
ivili j ; j j j 4 oo Aeronautical Systems Division As a civilian scientist or engineer in the Air Force - _ Wiright:Pattersen Air Force Bace 

Systems Command, you'll be working with ideas, rather a _ Dayton, Ohio 45433 

than with “things.” And you’ll be working on projects a _ Electronic Systems Division 
i i — 3 L. G. Hanscom Field 

onnelbeically year plat ec ne industry | — _ Bedford, Massachusetts 01731 

involvements. Because the initiates projects long | ~=SCséAjir Force Contract Management Division 
before contracting out to vendors for production. _ | AF Unit Post Office 

The mission is a challenging one: research, 3 sites Angeles, California 90045 
development and testing of aerospace weapons systems, 2 ~— Airforce Flight Test Center 
satellites, boosters, space probes, and associated | _ Edwards, California 93523 
systems. The disciplines required include electronic, | ~CsCAir Force Missile Development Center 
aerospace, mechanical, electrical, industrial, chemical, kee ere Base 0 
nuclear, materials and general engineering, mathematics, = §~=—esAiirForce Eastern Test Range 
physics and chemistry. The goal: assuring the Air Force’s a Patrick Air Force Base 
continuing aerospace supremacy. @ 6c ee Sci Waves ene 

: tei a _____ Air Force Special Weapons Center 
_ Creative challenge is just one of the advantages of a _ Kirtland Air Force Base 

Air Force Systems Command careers. There are many a __ Albuquerque, New Mexico 87117 
others. Your particular job assignment, for instance, a _ Ait Proving Ground Center 

begins on the day you're hired, not after a lengthy training a _ Vahataiso, Florida 32842 
period...so you learn by doing. There’s plenty of room | ~—CCCsAir Force Western Test Range 
for you to grow, both in responsibility and in competence, = _ Vandenberg Ale mores Base 
because the AFSC’s R&D effort is among the world’s a TF cotne An Desclounent cor 
largest. You may choose from a wide range of — | OTONGriffiss Air Fores Base 
geographical locations in the U.S. And the benefits of _ _ Rome, New York 13442 
Career Civil Service—including vacation and sick Aerospace Medical Division 

‘ t : . 4 — Brooks Air Force Base 
leave, retirement plans, insurance, job security, a _ San Antonio, Texas 78235 

and excellent opportunities for government | _ Space & Missile Systems Organization 
financed graduate and post-doctoral studies—are _ _ AF Unit Post Office 
hard to beat. 4 a Los Angeles, California 90045 

If you’re interested in a career on the a * i x 
frontiers of scientific and engineering 4 _ 
knowledge, join us in the Air Force Systems - 
Command. Obtain additional information by | a g » 
contacting your Placement Office to arrange for 4 - ARN io 
an interview when a Systems Command i ‘ 
representative visits your campus, or write or a _ An Equal 
visit the Civilian Personnel Office at any of the a _ Opportunity 
Systems Command locations listed. 4 a Employer 
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or 

rubba-dub dub, two men in a sub 

by Bruce Pease One dreams of flying after having King James I rode what might 
seen the birds winging gracefully have been the first submersible down 

ME 68 through the air. It is only natural, the Thames River. The device, built 
then, that having observed fish swim- by Cornelius van Drebble, consisted 
ming effortlessly through the water, of a wooden framework over which 
man would also want to venture be- greased leather was sewn, with oars 

neath the surface of the water. Sup- _ protruding from the sides for pro- 
posedly, there are early accounts of _ pulsion. 
men attempting to build submersi- In 1653, a Frenchman named de 
bles capable of moving underwater Son, built a submersible incorporat- 
for extended periods of time. Little ing an odd paddle wheel for propul- 
did they realize the importance the _ sion. The inventor claimed his vessel 
oceans would have today. Their — could “undertake in one day to de- 
crude underwater boats have been stroy a hondred ships, can goe from 
refined and turned into valuable in- Rotterdam to London and_ back 
struments for reaping the treasures againe in one day, and in six weckes 
of the sea. The following discussion to goe to the East Indiens, and to 
is meant to briefly inform the reader run as swift as a bird can flye, no 
of the development of underwater fire, no storme, no bullets, can hinder 
research vehicles as we know them her unless it please God.” However, 
today. the craft’s odd propulsion system 

failed to move it. 
HISTORY OF THE SUBMARINE Submarine innovations continued 

at a slow pace and a large screw 
Early Attempts turned by hand eventually replaced 

Man’s first journey into the sea exterior oars as a means of propul- 
was recorded by Aristotle in the sion. In 1747 a submersible was de- 
Fourth century B.C. when Alexan- — veloped which ascended and de- 
der the Great was lowered under- scended using a leather bottle water 
water in a barrel equipped with ballasting system. John Day, a ship’s 
portholes. During the Renaissance, carpenter, used rocks to make his 
Leonardo da Vinci supposedly de- submarine sink to 30 feet at which 
signed a submersible. However, the point the rocks were released and 
thought of what evil men might do the craft ascended. In 1773, Day 
with his machine, made him destroy again tried his submarine, but this 
the plans. time in 130 feet of water. Unfortu- 
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RESEARCH SUBMARINES continued 

nately his primitive hull design and make a free ascent to the surface time, the submarine has progressed 
materials failed under the high pres- where they arrived safely except for from a clumsy contraption to a high- 
sures. a slight case of the bends. His sec- ly sophisticated machine. The hulls 

| ond submersible was more success- _ today are stronger and safer, being 
The ‘Submarine ‘As ‘A. Weapon: ful and made 134 dives before being made of high quality steels. Nuclear 

The inevitable came, and man be- lost. energy has taken the place of hand 
gan to use the submarine as a weap- During the Civil War, Confeder- cranking for the propulsion of the 
on. During the American Revolu- ate generals were willing to try most subs. And modern vessels utilize 

tionary War, David Bushnell, an anything to break the Union block- precise communications and naviga- 
American, perfected an underwater ade of Southern ports. A number of tional systems. 
time bomb : and wished tS attach submarines were built, among which 
them to British ships anchored in was the “H. L. Hunley.” It was a Ocean’s Importance Grows 

New York harbor. For this purpose, hard luck vessel from the beginning. The importance of the oceans in- 
Bushnell built the first submarine Jy carried a crew of eight husky men creases more each year. There are 
meant for warfare, The “Turtle” was to crank the screw propeller. Over a tremendous stocks of valuable min- 
a one-man submersible, built of period of time five different crews erals, metals, oil, and food to be 
wood and leather, propelled by a gied in the “Hunley” by asphyxia. found in the seas. Fortunately most 
hand-cranked screw at speeds up to tion or drowning. ‘The sub’s true of these raw materials are to be 
two mph. He employed several sim- \vorth. however, was to be demon- _ found within the limits of the conti- 
ple devices. One was a snorkel with strated before its final trip to the _ nental shelves, which extend to sev- 

a waterproof valve. Another was a bottom. On February 17, 1864, the eral hundred feet out into the ocean 
simple depth gauge. The depth limit mersible set out from hiding to off a land mass. The depths of the 
of the sub was 18 feet. At this depth, attack the USS Housatomic, an- shelves are seldom greater than 1,000 

however, there was very little light, Ghored near Charleston harbor. The _ feet. It is here that man must direct 
so fox-glow was employed for light. “Hunley” succeeded in sticking an the majority of his efforts. 

Sergeant Ezra Lee piloted the explosive spar into the ship by ram- 
“Turtle” on its first mission, Septem- ming it. The 90 pounds of gunpow- THE MODERN SUBMERSIBLE 
be 16, 1 176, HgAINGt ang British ship der exploded prematurely and both The Modern Submersible 
Eagle.” The mission failed when he the ship and sub went to the bottom. : 

was unable to auger through the This was the first successful subma- It would seem logical that man 
copper sheathing on the bottom of rine attack in combat, and from then will descend in some type of sub- 
the “Eagle” to secure the time bomb. gn, sea warfare took on a new look, _ Mersible vehicle capable of going to 
Lee later released the time bomb as ; great depths, and once there per- 
he was being pursued by a British Silent Service form a work function. Military sub- 
whaleboat. The bomb exploded John P. Holland, “Father of the marines today operate at depths 
harmlessly and the “Turtle” escaped, American Submarine,” came to the greater than 1,000 feet, and are capa- 

Robert Fulton, inventor of the United States in 1872. Although a ble of moving at greater speed under 
steamboat, built several subs entitled teacher by trade, he spent much of the surface than above water. As 
“Nautilus.” He used iron frames with his time thinking of submarines. work and research vessels they are 

copper coverings, a diving plane to After 30 years of designing and quite inadequate. Accordingly, the 
maintain certain depths, and water- building submarines, he constructed past several years have seen a new 
filled ballast tanks to control buoy- his ninth submarine, the “Holland,” revolutionary type of submarine m 
ancy. Fulton traveled from country which was launched May 17, 1897. the making. This “new breed” is 
to country trying to sell his subma- The “Holland” was an advanced de- often referred to as deep research 
rines, but received little encourage- sign and boasted a torpedo tube, vehicles-DR/V. 
ment from various governments. three torpedoes, and two dynamite The “Trieste,” one of the first deep 
Later he received funds from the guns. The “Holland” was bought by research vehicles and still the most 
United States and built a sub pro- the United States Navy for $150,000 dramatic is a bathyscaph. Designed 
pelled by steam engines and capable and commissioned October 12, 1900. and built in 1958 by famed under- 
of carrying 100 men. However, Ful- Thus began the United States Sub- water pioneer Auguste Piccard, the 
ton diced just before its trial, and the marine Service. Soon to follow were “Trieste” has descended 35,800 feet 
craft was left to rot at its mooring. submarine fleets of other countries. to the deepest point of the oceans. 

One of the most successful sub- The advent of the diesel engine in The bathyscaph is, in effect, an 
marine men of that period was the the 1890's quickly replaced the gaso- _ underwater balloon. The gondola, a 
Bavarian, Wilhelm Bauer. He and a line engine in the submarines be- spherical pressure hull, is hung be- 
crew of two made perhaps the first cause of its operating efficiency, sim- low a thin metal “gas.” The “gas” is 
submarine escape. Their submersi- plicity, and cheapness of operation. actually 32,000 gallons of light gaso- 
ble was stranded on the mud 50 feet From the early 1900’s to present, line and is used to provide buoyancy 
down. By flooding the interior they submarines have been used primari- much as helium does for a balloon 
were able to open the hatch and Iv as a military tool. During this in the atmosphere. There are also 
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The nuclear attack submarine Flasher, shown here, is a descendant of the “Turtle” used in the American Revolution. 
photo courtesy of General Dynamics 

two silos filled with 16 tons of metal Although the “Trieste” had great became the first American-built 
shot ballast, held by electromagnets. depth capabilities, there is need for deep research vehicle. It could only 
To begin descent, a passageway for | more maneuverable vessels. This dive to 150 feet, but with a porthole- 
the two-man crew is flooded. The fact was conclusively demonstrated _ studded conning tower it had an ex- 
balloon skin is thin because there is by the searches for the USS Thresher _ cellent 360° field of vision. 
no pressure difference across itand and the lost H-bomb off the coast of Westinghouse is developing a se- 
seawater has free flow into and out —_ Spain. The oceans are waiting to be _ ries of submersibles known as “Deep 
of the balloon through the holes in picked of their treasures; it only re- Star.” Deep Star 4,000 was the first 
the bottom. As the vehicle goes mains for man to come and take — and DS 2,000 and DS 20,000 will 
deeper, the gas compresses slightly them. Before Thresher, there were soon follow. DS 4,000 has an 18-foot 
and seawater flows into the void. perhaps a couple of companies seri- _ tear-shaped fairing, covering a 
This in tum makes the balloon ously considering the development spherical pressure hull, 1.2 inches 
denser, less buoyant, and it may be of the submersible for research and thick, of HY 80 steel. It can dive to 
necessary to drop some of the ballast. — commercial interests. Today, there 4,000 feet and has many capabilities 
shct to prevent the rate of descent are almost a dozen firms involved in photography, salvage and envi- 
from going above three feet per sec- with submersibles for some reason. ronmental studies of the ocean. 
ond. Should the bathyscaph encoun- General Dynamics’ first research 
ter colder, denser water, some gas A “New Breed” submarine was “Star I,” which was 
may be valved off to decrease buoy- A whole array of “midget subma- also the first sub to have its motors 
ancy so that the balloon will pene- __rines” or DR/V’s now existand many _ run off a fuel cell. Its capabilities are 
trate the colder region. more advanced models are on the limited to a one-man crew, one knot 

The conquering of the ocean’s drawing boards. The first deep re- underwater speed, and a depth of 
greatest depth was a feat achieved search vehicle stressing maneuver- 200 feet. However, Star II and Star 

by Jacques Piccard, son of designer _ ability and lateral range was devel- III can go to 1,200 feet and 2,000 
Auguste Piccard, and Lieutenant oped by Captain Jacques Yves Cos- feet, respectively, at speeds up to 
Don Walsh, USN. Remarkably, they teau in 1960, with the French Office five knots. Both have sophtisticated 

observed a shrimp and a fish at this of Undersea Research. A diving electronic equipment and bow ma- 

great depth where the sphere felt a “saucer,” its water jets propelled it nipulators. 

total force of 200,000 tons due to the to depths of 1,000 feet. 

ocean’s pressure of 16,000 psi. In 1962, John Perry’s “cubmarine” (continued on page 21) 
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USAF SRAM. New U.S. Air Force short- NASA Lunar Orbiter. Designed and built by U.S. Supersonic Transport. Boeing has won 
range attack missile, now being designed Boeing, the Lunar Orbiter was the first U.S. the design competition for America’s super- 
and developed by Boeing, is a supersonic spacecraft to orbit the moon, to photograph sonic transport. The Boeing design features 
air-to-ground missile with nuclear capabil- earth from the moon and to photograph the a variable-sweep wing, titanium structure 
ity. Boeing also will serve as system inte- far side of the moon. All five Orbiter launches and other new concepts and innovations. 
gration and test contractor. resulted in successful missions. CH-47C Chinook Helicopter. Boeing’s new- 
NASA Apollo/Saturn V. America’s moon Boeing 737. Newest and smallest Boeing est U.S. Army helicopter is in flight test at 
rocket will carry three astronauts to the moon _ jetliner, the 737 is the world’s most advanced Vertol Division near Philadelphia. Other 
and return them to earth. Boeing builds 7.56 short-range jet. It will cruise at 580 mph, Boeing/Vertol helicopters are serving with 
million-pound- thrust first stage booster, sup- and operate quietly and efficiently from U.S. Army, Navy and Marine Corps. 
ports NASA in other phases of the program. close-in airports of smaller communities. USAF Minuteman II. Compact, quick-firing 
Boeing 747. New superjet (model shown USN Hydrofoil Gunboat “Tucumcari”. De- Minuteman missiles are stored in blast- 
above) is the largest airplane ever designed signed and being built by Boeing, this sea-_ resistant underground silos ready for launch- 
for commercial service. It will carry more craft will be first of its kind for U.S. Navy. ing. Boeing is weapon system integrator on 
than 350 passengers at faster speeds than Powered by water jet, itis capable of speeds ~Minuteman program. 
today’s jetliners, ushering in a new era in in excess of 40 knots. Other features include 
Jet transportation. drooped or anhedral foils, designed for high 

speed turns. 

Opportunity has m faces at Boeing I Ss many Tac a eing. 

Shown above are some of the challenging aerospace programs at Boeing that 
can provide you with a dynamic career growth environment. 

You may begin your career in applied research, design, test, manufacturing, 
service or facilities engineering, or computer technology. You may become 
part of a Boeing program-in-being, or be assigned to a pioneering new project. 
Further, if you desire an advanced degree and qualify, Boeing will help you 
financially with its Graduate Study Program at leading universities near 
company facilities. 

See your college placement office or write directly to: Mr. T. J. Johnston, 
The Boeing Company, P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, Washington 98124. Boeing is 
an equal opportunity employer. BOLING 

DIVISIONS : Commercial Arplane + Missile & Information Systems + Space * Vertol » Wichita + Also. Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories 
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RESEARCH SUBMARINES continued from page 19 

General Dynamics also built the | mon configuration used is the sphere procedures. The hull undergoes 
“Aluminaut” for Reynolds Interna- ranging from five to seven feet in strain gauge and sonic testing. All 
tional, Inc., in order to show the use- diameter. Other designs include parts involved with the water-tight 
fulness of aluminum as a hull ma- __ ellipsoids, cylinders with hemispher- _ integrity of the hull are completely 
terial. The 51-foot craft could carry ical ends, and two or three spheres tested under rigorous conditions. 
a crew of three to depths of up to — connected by cylindrical passage- —— 
15,000 for 30.5 hours, or up to 12 ways. The hull is formed by forging, Visibility 
passengers for less time. explosive forming, or hot spinning View ports are made of plexiglass 

“Submaray” is a small two-man of the parts which are then welded or cast acrylic blocks. They are 
boat with a 15-mile range, and can together. The surface is finished by shaped like truncated cones with the 

dive to 600 feet. “Pisces,” built by contour machining and possibly lap-. Narrow end put towards the hull. 
three deep sea divers of Internation- _ ping to reduce stress concentration, With a little waterproof silicon 
al Hydrodynamics Co. Ltd. is capa- After major heating operations the grease and water pressure they are 
ble of 5,000 feet, with a collapse hull is annealed to remove internal held tightly into their casings. Visi- 
depth of 12,000 feet. Weighing 13,- stresses. High quality and high bility is not good in many subs as 
000 pounds, it is propelled by two strength steels are used. Some of view ports afford only limited fields 
six hp motors at speeds up to six these are HY 100, HY 80 1045, ASTM cf vision. 
knots. “Deep Diver,” built by Perry A225 B and A 212B. Considerations Fairing 
Submarine Builders, has two pres- in selecting a steel are its workabili- All submersibles are fitted with a 
sure spheres which can carry four _ ties, weldability, strength, tough- fairing sheet of glass-reinforced 
men. One sphere has diver lock-out ness, and resistance to stress con- plastic or light metal. It is the fair- 
capability down to 1,250 feet. In _ siderations. ing which covers the pressure hull 
addition, the lock-out sphere can be Pressure hull thicknesses range and external apparatus to give the 
kept pressurized, so the submarine from # inch to two inches and more, — submarine its streamlined appear- 
may return to the surface or travel depending on materials used and — ance. The fairing reduces the ve- 
to a different job site, while the div- service specifications. Wood, glass, _ hicle’s drag and gives some protec- 
ers decompress slowly. and glass-impregnated resins may _ tion in collisions with underwater 

An early deep research vehicle, be used in the near future. The hull obstacles. Collisions are not uncom- 
“Alvin,” helped find the lost H-bomb __ will have several discontinuities | mon due to poor visibility. 
and can dive to 6,000 feet. It is | where view ports, hatches, and con- Between the fairing and the pres- 
owned by the U.S. Navy, and oper- __ trol linkages are to be found. These sure hull lies all equipment which is 
ated by Woods Hole Oceanographic areas are strengthened by adding — unaffected by pressure. The batter- 

Institution. more materials. All welds are in- ies and main ballast tank are to be 
A real work boat about to come __ spected by dye penetrant and X-ray (continued on page 35) 

on the scene is “Deep Quest” by 
Lockheed. This submersible can go 
to 8,000 feet and lift 7,000 pounds. 
PX 15 is an interesting sub designed : 
by Dr. Jacques Piccard and being 
built by Grumman Aircraft and En- . 
gineering Corp. in Switzerland. Its ‘yom — 
first job will be to drift 1,500 miles 8 vd mee ‘ Bree i n 
with the Gulf Stream at depths of | eee me 
400 to 1,000 feet over a period of Pt e u 
three to four weeks. y. : xy 

+ % od A 

TYPICAL FEATURES OF . ad a “—g 

A DEEP SUBMERSIBLE ee : | 7 y 

All deep research vehicles as sub- aes a i A 
marines are basically similar. Ap- eo ee 2 a 

Bs ema " 
proximately 25 of these subs now ge ee ‘ ; 
exist. What then are the major con- og i Oe ' ee. 

siderations in construction? » Ig 4 * 
: iy ade . on =“ : jee j —_— we 

Man’s body cannot withstand the sacha Saat iH oe se ee 
high pressures encountered at great .- “4 oe oO eli. Pe allie 4 
depths. Therefore it is necessary that iis i. a 

he be covered by a pressure-proof General Dynamics’ first research submarine, Star |, has operated with a fuel cell as its only 
hull. The strongest and most com- source of power. 
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C ke thi t 
El a 

without a drawing? 

Casting is so versatile that a designer can often —_ promising for machinability or weldability. Cast 
develop complex components that are almosttoo in a ceramic mold, the impeller has fine surface 
difficult to draw . .. That’s why many prototype finish and close dimensional tolerances, thus 
steel castings are developed directly from models. — eliminating costly machining. 

Take this high-speed refrigerator impeller. Want to know more about cast-stee/? We're 

Worthy of a sculptor’s efforts, it not only looks _ offering individual students free subscriptions 

good, but must perform faultlessly. . . And it to our quarterly publicationCASTEEL’”..Clubs 

does, at12,500 rpm in subzero temperatures. and other groups can obtain our sound film 

Cast-stee/ permitted the designer to “Engineering Flexibility.’ Write Steel Founders’ 

choose the right composition for maximum ES Society of America, Westview Towers, 21010 
toughness at low temperatures, without com- Center Ridge Road, Rocky River, Ohio 44116. 

STEEL FOUNDERS’ SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

Ll > 

wl =< £2 £- ft # #$. «3 
— ££  j£¢-¢ Ff 

Cast-Steel 
for Engineering Flexibility 
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NASA project have to d 
J = = = 

with flipping tractors? 
A lot. At International Harvester, down-to-earth safety problems with tractors are being solved with space-age techniques. 9g q 
IH engineers checking roll bar stresses in tractor roll-overs use the same basic radio telemeter that gathers data from 

rockets. But IH involvement with the space age doesn’t stop here. Special International® trucks filter rocket fuels. Exotic 

IH metal fabrications are used in building rockets. When you join IH, you're joining a leader in the important fields for 

tomorrow's world. Fields as basic and challenging as farm equipment and trucks. Fields as new as aerospace and gas 

turbine power. Any company can turn you on. But few are in as many basic industries as International Harvester. 

Our diversification multiplies your opportunities. Ask your College Placement Office for more information about us. 

International Harvester puts power in your hands 
fe AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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How Western Electric gets uplift from a downdraft 

a ” . AIR : 3 +: 
Picking something up pickup is dangerous. slice floats. And it doesn't touch i 
by blowing a stream of | And so the engi- the head because the air is, after 
air down on it may neers at Western Elec- all, blowing down. Wire guides keep } 
seem rather round- i tric's Engineering Re- the slice from slipping off. 
about. But if you want HEAD search Center invoked So now the workers in our tran- i 
to pick that something the Bernoulli principle sistor plants can pick up silicon 
up without touching it, and solved the prob- slices handily, without worrying 
it turns out to bea = lem. They developed a about breaking or contaminating 
most successful way. SHIGE. pickup device that them. That our engineers reached 

The something in question is a directs a thin stream of air down back to a classical principle of : 
paper-thin, eggshell-fragile slice of onto the slice. The air flows out physics to help them do it only 
silicon destined for transistors. To across the slice and since itis mov- shows the extent of the ingenuity 
touch it is likely to contaminate it, ing and the air below the slice is Western Electric applies in its job 

and probably to break it. Tweezers not, the pressure below is greater of manufacturing communications 

are extremely risky. Even a vacuum than the pressure above and the equipment for the Bell System. 

Western Electric 
SS MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM . 

itt cco 
oun - eee | r—“( ™ 
a ———””—“‘“‘“_—”—”—”T—“”—i—“‘R‘R"REEREERERERERtr—r—=‘é(’ERRRNR Cs gs, 
a UmeeeLhLrlrrr—C—ii .”CrtsC—C“‘ KC 
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For more information write to: Manager of College Relations, Western Electric Co., Room 2510A, 222 Broadway, New York, N.Y, 10038. An equal’opportunity employer. 
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bh Mike Paulson ® Man’s contacts with the riches of | crushing force of pressure but by 
the sea are surface ships, which can- _ the physiological effects of depth. 

i i i not tap those materials lying more One danger is too much nitrogen 
Wisconsin Engineer than a few feet below the surface. in the body, called nitrogen narcosis 

Staff Submarines can travel well under- or rapture of the deep. Absorbed 
water but are of little value in ex- _ nitrogen in the body has an intoxi- 
tracting materials from the sea. cating effect, so similar to that of 
Man’s most direct contact with the alcohol that divers have a rule called 
sea is in diving, but divers cannot do Martini’s law: every 30 feet of depth 
extensive underwater work because is equivalent to one martini. Divers 
of the problems caused by pressure _ have been known to succumb to rap- 
of the depths, the cold, poor light- —_ ture of the deep and swim happily 
ing, certain friendly fishes, and other away, never to be seen again. This 
natural hazards of this hostile en- | problem is overcome by removing 
vironment. This article will point — most or all of the nitrogen in the gas 
out the most important problems mixture. Compressed air, 80% nitro- 
and describe one of the most recent _gen, is used in shallow depths, up to 
developments in the conquering of — 150 feet. At greater depths, helium 
these difficulties — prolonged sub- usually replaces the nitrogen. The 
mergence. nitrogen narcosis problem is thus 

eliminated, but care must be taken 
in the ratio of oxygen to helium, for 

DANGERS IN DIVING oxygen under pressure is dangerous 
Many problems can be encoun- because it becomes toxic when the 

tered in diving, making it one of the amount absorbed by the body is sig- 
most dangerous occupations. One nificantly more than that absorbed 
factor that is often thought of as a —_ at normal atmospheric pressure. 
problem, the extreme pressures, is Oxygen toxicity is explained by 
in fact not a problem at all. Pressure —_ the compressibility of gases, Boyle’s 
does not have a crushing effect on law, which states that the volume of 
divers at currently reached depths _a gas decreases in proportion to the 
because the diver’s body is largely pressure if the temperature remains 
water and thus cannot be com- constant. This means that as a diver 
pressed. The only part of the body goes deeper, his breathing mixture 
subject to significant collapse due to becomes more dense. For instance, 
pressure is the respiratory system. if a diver is at a depth of 200 feet, he 
This area is protected by the breath- _ will breathe the same mass of air as 
ing apparatus, which is so designed he would at the surface, but the 
that the breathing mixture is subject density of this gas would be seven 
to water pressure and therefore times as great (the pressure at 200 
keeps the respiratory system at the feet is equal to seven atmospheres), 

same pressure as the water. The meaning that he would be breathing 
problems involved in diving are seven times as much oxygen as at 
therefore not directly caused by the the surface, an amount that can be 
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PROLONGED SUBMERGENCE continued 
Sc a rE 

toxic. To eliminate this problem, the DECOMPRESSION DILEMMA Navy Captain George Bond, M.D., 
proportion of the breathing mixture One of the most respected dangers and used in the French Conshelf, 
that is oxygen is varied with the of diving is the bends, also known as and in the US. Navy Sealab experi- 
depth. decompression sickness or caisson ments. In Conshelf TH, famed under- 

Another major problem that divers disease. This occurs when gases water explorer Captain Jacques Yves 
encounter is cold stress. The hands form bubbles in the body, As a diver Cousteau and a team of French 
and feet are the first areas that are goes to greater depths, his body ab- oceanauts lived for 24 days at a 
subjected to the effects of cold, with sorbs gases. As the diver returns to depth of 330 feet. In one Sealab ex- 

a resulting loss of finger dexterity, the surface and the pressure on his periment, three teams of U.S. aqua- 
sense of touch, and muscle strength body decreases too rapidly, the gases nauts, including Astronaut M. Scott 

that greatly reduces the safety of the come out of his body tissues and Carpenter, spent 15 days each ata 
diver. As continued cooling occurs, form bubbles. The gas rushes out of depth of 205 feet with two 19-minute 

mental agility is impaired, along the body much as carbon dioxide ives to a depth of 300 feet. These 
with memory and the ability to ex- fizzes from a carbonated beverage two systems were bottom mounted, 

press oneself. With normal wet suit when the bottle is uncapped. The with the total time under pressure 
protection, a diver would be unable bubbles collect at tums or narrow _ being spent in the water. 
to stay active underwater for more points in blood vessels, such as A more recent and advanced sys- 
than an hour with the water temper- joints, and restrict blood flow, caus- tem is the Cachalot system devel- 
ature at 32°F. or much more than ing severe pain, convulsions, injury oped by the Underseas Division of 
four hours with the water at 50°F. to body tissues and sometimes death. Westinghouse Electric Corporation. 
This severcly limits the working time F he WESSSane WS Sed weed & A closer look at the Cachalot system wisn ) & If the pressure is reduced slowly | - y 
of a diver, and a method had to be through decompression, the gas will Will reveal many of the techniques 
found to extend working me to ® come out of the body tissues slowly used in all systems of prolonged sub- 

practical length without endanger- and be dissolved by the blood to be = Mergence. 
ing the diver with extended contact expelled by the lungs. Decompres- 

with the cold. The answer is the sion can be accomplished by either 
liurene wet suit (picture #1) whicl : I y en CACHALOT CHAMBERS 
CUTE DE WEE SUL (picture #1) which ascending slowly in stages or in a Cachalot. the Frenel for th 
circulates heated water over the decompression chamber. Experi- fs a ot, ue x be ol orine 

diver’s body by means of tubes with- ments and experience have devel- ¢ le i bi - Ww: 7 a deep S 
F vawet cuit Wi «cout. divers ‘ vo chambers, the deck decom- in the wet suit. With this suit, divers oped rates of decompression that 0 : a ¢c Pe et (DDC) S “ee 
can be kept warm enough to work allow decompression to occur safely, pression chamber *) and the 

for indefinite lengths of time with- These rates: which are in the for submersible decompression cham- 

out any appreciable loss of physical of decompression tables, take into per spe) (picture #2). as pee 
or mental ability. account depth, composition of the each von Test lend with a Seven Gat 

Bas mixture, and time of dive. The internal ad On ane end of 

dee es 26 a a qemmerged ne one chamber is a mating flange for 
1 t . T a Si vet, connection with a similar flange on he must spend in decompression. the SDC. At the opposite end of the 

Snake For example, the diver at 200 feet a . . . Sott ! eas BESS | # : other chamber is a five foot by five > tts for 20 minutes on a mixture of oxy- x ae . . > Lo Be Z foot, six-inch internal diameter en- “oN Fame gen and helium must take one hour : : 
a . 1" to decompress try lock which permits the entrance 

a i) a D i bl of technicians and medical person- 
& Rome \ Le H., S \y SCOMIPEESSION Poses: a Problem, wel to the DDC while maintaining ' 4 a wae however, because for a diver to ac- Bh cere v i \ Aa al : gee its pressure. 
w | | nN complish significant results, he must While they are not engaged 

wh eek ——e | remain at the working depth for Vame Sney are noe engaged. in 
a eS pyre C P ; their underwater activities, the div- ie 2 , y { more than a few minutes. But, be- ss spend their time dw the DDC 
y | Tt ; | Ba = cause he must spend a great deal of Gs spend eu: OMe in We it LY r\ : . . sys They eat, sleep, and carry on their WLS rs », time in decompression, his time on non-diving duties under a pressure 
‘Ye ef r J the bottom is severely limited. Pro- loser’ that | a the Alt es 1 RO TIS ip) love hmcrzence or eping meet which thy whe lag ef F \ divers under pressure extended peri- } Ie. in a recent di 1 . th . 

es N See ods of time, is the present solution epee at ‘ a death c Haiiedt the 
ins to the decompression dilemma. ee Wen OE ean © ee ue 

pressure was kept at the equivalent 
. of 350 feet in the DDC, with an air 

« PROLONGED mixture of 3% oxygen and 97% heli- 
Fig. 1. This special “wet” suit circulates warm SUBMERGENCE SYSTEMS um. Because of the helium atmos- 
or cold ce s body to keep him warm The technique of prolonged sub- phere, small changes in tempera- 

phate courteny oF Westnanonse mergence was proposed by U.S. ture would be uncomfortable, so 
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the chambers are air conditioned. _ hausted into the water on its way The hot water line is used to heat 
Food was prepared on the outside _to the canisters. This insures that the the special diurene wet suit. By 
and passed in through a service pressure in the exhalation bagis also means of tubes built into the suit, 
pressure lock. at a safe level. This type of system, hot water is circulated over the diy- 

The SDC (picture #3) is a single | where part of the mixture is ex- er’s whole body. Without this source 
chamber eight feet, nine inches high hausted, is called a semi-closed, or of heat, the diver’s effective working 
and five feet in internal diameter. “hookah,” breathing apparatus. This time would be drastically reduced, 
Besides its side hatch for connection _ system is used for economic reasons _as_explained earlier. 
with the DDC, it has a bottom hatch _ because helium is very expensive, A 
27 inches in diameter for entrance closed system that releases no gas CACHALOT ADVANTAGES 
and exit underwater, When the SDC into the water has recently been de- The greatest advantage of this 
reaches its working depth, this hatch veloped. Cachalot system is that it removes 

1s opened, and since the pressure in- Communications are somewhat the necessity of repeated, time-con- 
side the SDC is at the SAEED ECSSUEC. difficult because of the helium at- suming decompression. Because the 
as the water, water is kept out of the mosphere. Since the atmosphere is divers remain under a pressure 

chamber just as it is kept out of an much less dense than air, the vocal equivalent to that of the working 
inverted glass placed in water. cords produce a speech known as depth, they must decompress only 

helium speech, which sounds like at the end of their working cycle of 
THE DIVERS’ EQUIPMENT that of Donald Duck and is very many six-hour shifts. The usual cycle 
When divers leave the SDC, they _ rapid. Recently, ahelium speech un- __|asts about two weeks, followed by 

are connected to it by an umbilical scrambler was developed which a single decompression period; for 
cord which supplies their breathing | makes communications much easier. example, a two-and-a-half-day peri- 
mixture, a communications line, an The instrumentation line is pri- od followed the 600-foot experimen- 
instrumentation line, and a hose for marily to insure that the diver is re- tal dive in June, 1967. This greatly 
warm water to their special diving ceiving the proper air mixture. It is increases the effective working time 
suit. The air mixture is stored in cyl- connected to a regulating device _ of divers and shortens the time spent 
inders attached to the outside of the known as the Krasberg oxygen par- _ on one job. By a Westinghouse esti- 
SDC. The breathing apparatus car- _ tial pressure control, an oxygen sens- _ mate, the Cachalot system is about 
ried by the diver consists of abreath- ing and controlling device. If the 80% efficient in terms of utilizing a 
inging vest, two canisters of carbon diver was receiving the wrong  diver’s working and decompression 
dioxide absorbant, and a face mask. amount of oxygen, the unit would time. By this standard, at depths that 
The breathing vest has two compart- _ signal the surface crew which would __ the Caachalot system is used, con- 
ments, an inhalation bag and an ex- _in turn signal the diver to return to ventional decompression diving is 
halation bag, both worn on the div- the diving chamber. This unit also _ only about five per cent efficient. 
er’s chest. The inlet of the inhalation _ automatically controls the oxygen in In addition to solving this decom- 
bag is connected to a pressure regu- the DDC by making corrections it- pression dilemma, the Cachalot sys- 
lator to keep the bag filled which is _ self on the air mixture. (continued on page 39) 
in turn connected to the manifold of 
the gas cylinders on the SDC by 
means of the umbilical. At its outlet, eGR BeRupAESSian. CARRERA BHE) 
the inhalation bag is connected to bi 
the face mask. The exhalation bag is RA 
connected to the breathing mask at Fea. See AbsoreTion canieren 
its inlet. At its outlet it is connected eh ane en “mms rR ncsson 
to the canisters of carbon dioxide ab- pew snes woe 8 vn es 
sorbant on the diver’s back. As the fia | = \S 5 See \ 
breathing mixture passes through 7 ge —f FC Sige i) | a i ei 
the canisters, the carbon dioxide is eaeer =e es bl PRE 
removed. The mixture is then re- ‘ Hf Af si 
turned to the inhalation bag for re- BNE y ae —— eo “ 
wise. HAMBER (SOC) j ph, H (COMMUNICATION, UGHT, HEAT) TO SOC 

The flexible breathing vest is used See a H 7 4 
to insure that the breathing mixture 1g ( A f Hy ® i ‘ 
is at the same pressure that the div- iI | sire — 
er’s body is subjected to. This in- | | NE 
sures that there is no pressure differ- Pp Hora WaTeR HEATER: TO}HEAT WET SUITS 
ence and therefore no injury to the @AS, COMMUNICATION, LIGHT, HEAT To we! Two OWENS 
diver’s respiratory system. As an ad- __ 
ditional safeguard, about ten per- . 

: : ; Fig. 2. The Cachalot prolonged submergence system. 
cent of the breathing mixture is ex- courtesy Westinghouse Electric 
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Some say we specialize in power... 
power for propulsion ... power for j 
auxiliary systems . . . power for aircraft, i 
missiles and space vehicles . . . power for \ 
marine and industrial applications... 

ames = 2 
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they're right. And wron aun y g = g = 

It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for 
we believe that people are a most 
important reason for our company’s success. We act 

LE fe 4. on that belief. 

Ce ~ ce * 

as : o 4 “— 4 
5 ay 

” < ‘ j \\ We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate 
| 4 \ } them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a 
io i \ leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, 

ee \\ graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push 
a Wy into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 
eee : ' Vt reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can 
Les 4 it i manage. Reward them well when they do manage it. 

ca i oda h 
i , : - h il You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's 
me success... if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: 
4 i igo RAY MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL 
eee fs he e CHEMICAL e CIVIL e MARINE « INDUSTRIAL 
aS ye ; ae ENGINEERING e PHYSICS « CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 
bene bP e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e STATISTICS 
ent e COMPUTER SCIENCE e ENGINEERING SCIENCE 

e ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 

And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult 
your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. 

Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, 
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 

KER. U 
LS ec . . 

Be ea | Pratt & Wh itney A I re raft DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP, 

QR FS CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 
Qs An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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“IT wanted to work for ee 
a small company. It may \ gee Z . 
sound crazy, but that’s o " — 

why I went with IBM?’ wr  o- 
‘ . — : 

“When I was in school, I dreaded the thought \ g _ _ 

of working for some huge company where I’d Ag : 

be just another number,” says IBM’s Jim Hamil- : 
ton. (Jim, who has a B.S. in Electrical Engineering, «gaa 
is a Systems Engineering Manager in Marketing.) > lla : 

“At the same time, I knew there were definite Na “ Ae 

advantages in working for a large firm. So as I inter- _. 2 
viewed each company, I checked into the degree of ~ Nes 
individuality I could expect there. NS al , 

“One of the main reasons I picked IBM was their de- “Qa ¢ 
centralization. They’ve got over 300 locations throughout the is 
country. Which to me means a big company with a small- a) 

company atmosphere.” 

IBM’s small team concept 

“Actually, there’s plenty of decentralization even within each 
location. For instance, in science and engineering, they use a 
small team concept. It means, no matter how large the proj- : 
ect, you work individually or as part of a small team—about 
four or five people. , 

“In marketing, I was pretty much my own boss even , 
before I became a manager. As a systems engineer, it’s up to 
you to find the solution to a customer’s problem, and : 
then see it’s carried out in the optimum way. You : 

work with the customer every step of the way.” 
There’s a lot more to the IBM story than Jim has : 

mentioned. i 
For more information, visit your campus : A 

placement office or send an outline of your inter- : / | 
ests and educational background to I.C. Pfeiffer, : 
IBM Corporation, Dept. E, 100 South Wacker : 

Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606. . : : 

We’re an equal opportunity 7 . 
employer. A -_. 
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CAMPUS Ve i oenae 

ST. PAT WAS AN ENGINEER ! 

ST. PAT’S DAY, 1925 

® For the first time within the mem- _ York, Boston, Philadelphia, Wash- con. A contest promoted by the pa- 
ory of most of the students now in ington and Chicago, and acclaimed _ rade committee solved the problem. 
the College, weather conditions for by John Phillip Sousa as “the best The student branches of the nation- 
the annual St. Pat’s Parade were per- band I have ever heard,” the musi- al engineering societies each select- 
fect; Saturday, March 28, had in cians were at the peak of their pow- ed a candidate to compete in a gen- 
abundance all the qualities that — ers. Many were attired in feminine _ eral election wherein votes were sold 
long-haired, short-haired and en- apparel of a grotesque and bizarre at the rate of ten for one cent. The 
tirely bald poets rave about. Wel- nature, and large signs announced funds raised in this manner went 
coming the marked change from the to an appreciative world: All our toward defraying the expenses of 
rain, snow and sleet that greeted the |= men are women — not onealady— the parade. 
last three parades, all true followers — and we blow about it too! Determined that their candidate 
of old St. Pat pinned “a bit 0’ the Subpoenaed in a Dublin lawsuit, should win, the civils hocked their 
green” to their flannel shirts and — St. Pat was unable to appear in — winter overcoats and stuffed the 
looked forward to a most enjoyable Madison in person this year, but a _ballot-box with money enough to 
day. never-failing consideration for “His bury every lawyer in Christendom. 

Shortly after twelve o'clock, the  B’ys” prompted him to notify the | When the balloting was finished, 
parking areas behind the Engineer- parade committee well in advance Robert Morris, c ’26, had piled up 
ing building, Science Hall and the _ of the date set, so that other arrange- 130,000 votes, an overwhelming ma- 
Chemical Engineering building be- ments could be made. In a radio- _ jority. He led Bruce Reinhart, m 25, 
came scenes of great activity; a com- gram to the chairman of the parade by nearly 70,000 votes. Daniel Kelly, 
motion reigned, in comparison with committee, St. Pat, in commenting third in the race, polled 25,000 votes. 
which the much advertised turmoil upon the unfortunate circumstance The generously proportioned figure 
of Hollywood’s motion-picture stu- _ that detained him in Dublin, said: of the victorious civil was well 
dios was as calm and peaceful as the “The lawyers have utterly ruined adapted to the role of St. Pat. Clad 
reading room in a school for armless Ireland. One time ‘a little bit of | in green and fine linen and armed 
deaf-mutes. Floats began to take — Heaven, it is now, by due process __ with a shillalah that once reposed 
form; individuals and groups who __ of law, rapidly going to the Devil. _ beside the harp in Tara’s halls, Mor- 
were entering “stunts” assembled. Now, when I call a man a scurvy ris made an imposing figure. His 
For the small boys of Madison, who rogue he sues me for libel instead of carriage, in grace of line and lux- 
were out in force, it was a veritable _ selecting his stoutest shillalah and __ury of its appointments, rivaled the 
circus day. The band arrived, thirty- coming over for a sociable evening.” —_ coaches of the nobles of old France. 
five strong, with Steve Polaski, cap- A St. Pat Parade without St. Pat Shortly after two o'clock, the pa- 
tain-elect of next season’s football would be a more pitiful anomaly rade started down State Street to the 
team, twirling a mean baton. Direct than ham without eggs (more of _ stirring strains of the band. Near the 
from a concert tour embracing New eggs, anon) or liver without the ba- middle of the column, a ten-piece 
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ST. PAT WAS AN ENGINEER! continued 

orchestra played popular music for my’s artillery. Although the clothing _ lingered) and the target stood out as 
the crowds that lined the street. A of the paraders within range of the the most artistic job of exterior deco 
replica of the famous Toonerville flying henfruit was liberally spat- rating seen in Madison for years. A 
Trolley, entered by Triangle, attract- tered with eggs of most potent aro- sally from the lawyers’ castle was a 
ed great attention; it was awarded ma, no serious damage was done to failure; several P.A.D, paddles were 
first place among the fraternity the floats. The lawyers made a des- taken from their owners and now 
floats. Second prize went to the Sig- perate attempt to hurl all their am- hang in engineers’ rooms as trophies 
nal Club, Pi Tau Pi Sigma, for its munition before being chased by the _ of the battle. 
unique float suggesting the recent engineer police, who were thirsting Justice done, vengeance accom- 

aviation bombing tests that aroused for gore; eggs were tossed from the plished, the parade completed its 
so much controversy between the roofs by the hundred to prevent their course and disbanded. 

Navy and the Air Service. “Gold- capture. Nevertheless, large stores An eventful day — eggs-actly so! 
diggers: 1849 and 1925,” a float en- of the ellipsoids came into the pos- ° . 
tered by the miners, took first place session of the sons of St. Pat. — — 
in the engineering society group. As a practical joke, it went con- A HISTORY LESSON 

AS.ALE. placed second with its float siderably beyond the pale, for the 
contrasting the Air Service with the clothing of participants and by- Recent surveys have shown the 
Law School — “Hot Air, No Serv- standere we All but Hiuinéds THES existence of a deplorable state of 
ice. Among the unclassified floats, uation was aggravated by the fact affairs wherein many yearlings do 
Blockheads, , the W isconsin Engi- that most of the eggs contained dead not even know who Saint Pat was. 

neer’s take-off on the Student Senate chicks. Many co-eds in new spring (One even suggested that it was a 
placed first. “Richard’s Inferno,” en- attire were struck by the missiles, for brand of face powder.) In correc- 
tered Dy the A.LCh.E, depicted the ainofthe shysters was no better tion let us state, once and for all, that 
graphically the inevitable tortures of than their judgment. Saint Patrick was an Engineer. He 
the law students. _ was; he was; HE WAS. Patron Saint 

WV, WW. Palen and D: E. Gotham / ee ee h the captured of engineers from Vancouver to Cal- 
sit ceoontric: wheels on a fivver; and orageet t rOUg, the mess 100. cutta, he returns each year, like San- 

raenmnted a barrel over the rear end. the Street, Jia itvas anes s best ta Claus (remember?) to reward all a “ ; indicated by the fact that it was virtuous Plumbers and, incidentall 
placed a saddle on the barrel and found necessary to have the frede- varRueu » Incidentally, 
entered the contraption as the avtwie fuel the a ae ae tes to bat the ears off the few rash shy- 

“Black - and - Blue - Hawk Riding partment Hush the street. Even after sters who dare crawl out from be- 
Acadenie.” this was done, that section of State hind the woodwork on that glorious 

; ; Street had a most unsavory atmos- day: 

“St. Pat’s Descendant” in a baby phere for hours. 1 , a ae 
carriage fitted with all modern im- After the melee, the parade sd He was a great pioneer mm his 

provements, including pressure and i ai ic ue a t Ee ave and chosen feld. His feat of driving the 

temperature control on the milk sup- o hom a ee si ear um f snakes out of Telatd was a fine. bit 
sly. wot many a laugh. 2acK to = university by way 2 of sanitary engineering. As a sur- 

| oe 2 8 . . Langdon Street. The P.A.D. house, veyor he had no peer. He did all the 
The Lawyer's Handicap,” a giant home of one of the law fraternities, transit work on the road to Hell and 

whisky flask, was another outstand- jg on Langdon Street, and the engi- was the first man to sight the Pearly 

ing float, neers had reason to believe that the Gates through a Dumpy level. He 
About halfway down State Street P.A.D.’s were the ring-leaders in the was so fast on the slide rule that his 

the foul (the word is used advised-  afternoon’s battle. Their mood for slider had to have a built-in water 
ly) machinations of the “shysters” vengeance, as ripe as the lawyers’ jacket and cooling system. For some 
were disclosed. Smarting from the eggs, St. Pat’s brigade tarried awhile years he had his shillelaghs custom 
ridicule heaped upon them in past before the P.A.D. house, to the great built by Paul Bunyan. Perhaps the 
parades, a desperate though abor- concern of its inhabitants, whose only blot on his record was his in- 
tive attempt was made to break up guilty consciences and fear of the vention of calculus, but let’s not talk 
the procession. Eggs, some 4,000 of results of their folly moved them to about that. At last writing he was 
them, that had been tried in the in- seek protection of the police. installing a burglar alarm on St. Pe- 
cubator and found wanting, were Who was the first to use the law- ter’s Golden Gates (somebody let a 

purchased by the ambulance-chasers yers’ own weapon against them, we couple of lawyers into Heaven by 

and secretly conveyed to the roofs do not know, but the spatter of that mistake) and after his Madison visit 
of several buildings on State Street. first thrown egg on the more or less will be off to Purgatory where he has 
Atthe strategic moment, eggs rained imposing facade of the P.A.D. house contracted to teach a gang of ex- 
upon the unsuspecting plumbers. was the signal for a barrage of gar- shysters how to make out steam en- 

Taken by surprise, the engineers bage that made the previous skir- gine indicator cards, 
nevertheless handled the situation | mish a tame and colorless affair. 
well. The parade was stopped while With the supply of refuse exhausted, ‘coh 
the roofs were cleared of the ene- the air cleared (though the aroma v 
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Horton 
4 17th-Century Space Flight. KR aii ee TH ay Cyrano de Bergerac’s science fiction WP 2 BT J a AAG. Ors b fantasy about a box propelled into space (7°) “YPN Hi Cie HAY 

AED N Gy by rockets came close to fact. Before the «_,. Awe] aa. Ao (GPa end of this decade, Apollo and LM will SS an | q Nee a 
Lf ens indeed = vat to the moon by rockets, (t > ld EN yy Soe i i ey Af \» guided by AC Electronics guidance and ANS) i OO PO PZ 

/ Ya D>) navigation systems. _ + Weds a8 ] 
FPO RA sem or -| ay, Gees a Qs ESA NG) Pek, Je 
tg > ES py] Navigation, Second-Century B.C. 
ND ASA Gf J Hipparchus’s second-century astrolabe 

x KE = Y 7 J was used for celestial navigation until the 
SRO 7S wid -18th century. Today, ships still depend Turtle vs. Eagle. In 1776, the American 

OTS fon stars for guidance . . . through such so- “Turtle” attacked the British flagship 
Se . phisticated help as AC Electronics’ computer- “Tagle” in the first wartime submarine 

ized Ships’ Self-Contained Navigation System. action in history. Today, AC Electronics 
contributes to both the defensive and the 
scientific role of the submarine...with 

. Prec. guidance components aboard our Polaris 
‘ a Se, fleet, and with its own 
a i we Se undersea research vessel. 
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Leonardo’s Tank. Leonardo da Vinci was one of yr Sah f 
the first to envision the use of tanks in warfare. NY Bo [oo WV 
Contributing to the advanced state-of-the-art in tanks, be | | LY 
today, is AC Electronics, with a computerized fire- KT Lif 
control system for military land vehicles. <“L 

og 

4 ASE” Guidance Gets a Lift. Otto Lilienthal, 19th-century 
& Wf A pf YS <7 German glider, proved that the future of flight lay 

\ AY J { 2 Gj in man’s ability to guide the aircraft. Tomorrow’s EA, /| NY J, Por. »ericts will be guided inertially . . . by 
BES f=, £S S Ch USS, WR systems like AC Electronics’ Carousel IV, 

Sih i, ! iyi Lf L [es » Inj, TMU chosen for the Boeing 747. 
sat X il Nf) 

wee Ti 1 iy Wa 
ST TT NN Oe ai See /Hi/> \ Ru NY Oe, / : ‘ rn ST — aN / r\ f SA / bp M7 “3 = At AC Electronics we believe every 

Se i, \\ t | SG MY great achievement starts with an idea. That’s 
A Seo Rp \\ Viz a why we put a premium on creativity, and 
CSS CB ST Ha Ma, \\ VS foster it through such innovations as our Career 
ep Le ay Ay Acceleration Program which lets you learn as you work. 

ea gt ) ny Ask your college placement officer about a General 
(le vrs i“ yy roid Motors/AC on-campus interview. Or write: Mr. R. W. 
GP Nn (“tae Ss Schroeder, Dir. of Professional 

eg a me </ and Scientific Employment, AC AG ELECTRONICS 
| aes Ny Electronics Division, Milwaukee, 

ae KE T RY Wisconsin 53201. AG:> 
CUPL An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Depends on the giant. Actually, some giants are just regular You'll develop a talent for making hard-nosed, imagina- 
kinds of guys. Except bigger. tive decisions. And you'll know how these decisions affect 

And that can be an advantage. the guts of the operation. At the grass roots. Because you'll 
How? Well, for one thing, you've got more going for have been there. 

you. Take Ford Motor Company. A giant in an exciting If you'd like to be a giant yourself, and your better 
and vital business. Thinking giant thoughts. About develop- ideas are in finance, product engineering, manufacturing, 
ing Mustang. Cougar. A city car for the future. marketing and sales, personnel administration or systems 

Come to work for this giant and you'll begin to think research, see the man from Ford when he visits your campus. 
like one. Or send your resume to Ford Motor Company, College 

Because you're dealing with bigger problems, the Recruiting Department. 
consequences, of course, will be greater. Your responsibilities You and Ford can grow bigger together. 
heavier. That means your experience must be better—more 
complete. And so, you'll get the kind of opportunities only a 
giant can give. 

Giants just naturally seem to attract top professionals. 
Men that you'll be working with and for. And some of that 
talent is bound to rub off. 

Because there’s more to do, you'll learn more. In 
‘THE AMERICAN ROAD, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN, 

more areas. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER, 

i t or a Siant! 

Id like a big job please. % 
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RESEARCH SUBMARINES continued from page 21 

found here. The main ballast tank is | The basic procedure is supplying should fail to rise after blowing bal- 
flooded or blown by compressed air the crew with sufficient oxygen and _ last, then a couple more thousand 
to make the sub sink or float. There absorbing the excess toxic carbon _ pounds may be dropped in the form 
are fore and aft trim tanks possibly dioxide. Even back in the 1600’s Van of batteries and main ballast weight. 
using mercury for ballast. Most sub-  Drebbel is reported to have used Should the manipulator or propeller 
mersibles have a certain amount of compressed oxygen to rejuvenate become entangled, they may also be 
syntactic foam so they are at all the atmosphere aboard his boats. released. There may be a chance the 
times slightly buoyant and will sur- For along time the accepted method submersible still will not rise if the 
face slowly if propulsion does not — was releasing oxygen from supply _ pressure hull is partially flooded. In 
keep them down. tanks manually or by automatic me- this case, the pilot’s only choice is to 

tering which reacted to the partial completely flood the pressure hull, 
Propulsion pressure of the oxygen in the sub- enabling him to open the hatch and 

Once beneath the surface, the sub- —_- marine’s atmosphere. The oxygen attempt a free ascent. 
mersible requires a means of propul- content was kept at about 21 per 
sion to travel. Except for the Navy’s cent and carbon dioxide at about 1.5 External, Apparatus. 
research submarine, NR-l, which per cent by absorbing it in lithium There are a number of devices 
will use nuclear power, the electric hydroxide. Recently, a different placed outside the fairing. One thing 
motor provides propulsion. The mo- method of life support has been may be a mechanical manipulator 
tors may be AC or DC and operated gaining in popularity, that is the use for grasping and lifting objects. An 
on voltages from 24V to 120V, with — of superoxides such asKO,.TheKO, —_ external television, with the capacity 
powers ranging from % hp to six hp. reacts with moisture in the air, re- of electronic amplification, may be 
One or two motors are mounted on leasing O. and KOH. The KOH in used to increase visibility. In addi- 
the back or sides and by rotating the turn combines with CO, forming _ tion one might find various measur- 
mounts and varying the speeds, the K.CO; and KHCO;. Thus carbon ing devices, color movie and still 
submersible is maneuvered. Sub- dioxide is removed from the air and cameras, and thousand-watt lamps 
mersibles’ speeds range from one oxygen put in. to light the black ocean. 
knot to six knots underwater. The 
electric motors get their energy from Safety Features A NEW INDUSTRY IS BORN 
storage batteries, normally lead acid The fact that neither a life nor a There is no doubt but that the field 
type. A fuel cell has been used suc- submersible of this variety has yet _ of undersea technology is rapidly ex- 
cessfully on “Star I” to supply elec- _ been lost is a tribute to the designers panding and advancing. George T. 
tric power. The motors and batteries and operators. However, a number Scharffenberger, senior vice presi- 
are “pressure-proofed” by filling — of safety features are built in, such dent of Litton Industries in Califor- 
their casings with low viscosity oil as a generous emergency supply of nia, says, “We are just opening the 

or enclosing them in glass or re- oxygen, hull safety factors, positive- door. We're about where the space 
inforced plastic cases. ly buoyant submersible, and releas- industry was ten years ago. My 

able marker buoys for submarines guess is that this new industry will 
Electronic Equipment somehow trapped below. If the boat (continued on next page) 

Communications and navigation 
are becoming more important as the : 
uses of the submersibles expand. : : 
Among the equipment normally car- he aero tem Fak cee Forward Mercury Yelm Tank 

ried is the sonic underwater tele- oe emt oes os Poe: 
phone with a range of several miles. oa, spree Celerra eer 

Fathometers pointed toward the sur- bos Va aa 
face and bottom give the relative yet [| fy heres] ay iJ \e 

position of the submarine in depth. () a6 pe f | (SS ’ C) 
External mechanical and electronic oe SS 4 
pressure sensitive depth indicators () | \ iO) aaa }) 
back up the fathometer as life and pone > 4 0 La 5 ff nhs 
death may hang on accurate knowl- L® i =a : " 
edge of the depth. Recently, a high ob A fp CA 
resolution, side-looking sonar has Ka 4 \ twa ae 
been developed. It has proven itself ; sae nat 

invaluable in locating objects and 
preventing collisions. Cee sts 1-200 9x SECTION viPw 

Life Support 

The most vital function aboard a ; | 
submersible is that of life support. Componettslat aitypleal tesecreh submiariie. of Westinghouse 
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The Westinghouse Deep Star 4000 can be chartered for research projects or structure inspection. 

Westinghouse photo 

be larger than aerospace.” What, vate investors. Fortunately, a large apiece, “Submaray” spent a day in- 
then, awaits us in the oceans? fraction of the ocean’s treasures lie specting sewer pipe at 220 feet for a 

on the continental shelf at depths fee of $500, as compared to a diver 

The Ocean's Treasures to which most submersibles have doing the job at union scale cost of 
There is possibly more oil under- easy access. $3,000. “Star II” was working for an 

water than on land. Even today, oil company in the waters off Texas, 
there are scores of oil wells in oper- DR/V's: Ear! Their: Keep inspecting bases of offshore oil tow- 
ation off the coasts of California and Although it is still early in the ers. In the future, these craft will be 

Texas. [tis estimated that 490 billion game, the deep research vehicles found more and more in the areas of 
pounds of fish could be harvested have shown themselves to be valu- mapping, salvage, farming, fishing, 
cach year without upsetting the bal- able instruments. The privately- mining, oil and gas procurement, 
ance of nature. This is five times the financed boats cost from less than support of manned underwater sta- 
world’s present yearly catch. Huge $25,000 for the two-man “Subma- tions, and pure research of the phys- 
supplies of edible seaweed are to be ray” up to $5 to $10 million for boats ical and biological ocean. 
found in the sea. Some is already such as “Deep Quest” and “Beaver.” 

being harvested off the coast of Ja- Small submarines such as “Cubma- Conclusion 
pan. Huge amounts of valuable _ rine,” “Submaray,” and “Asherah” Thus, the deep submersible vehi- 
manganese, iron, nickel, cobalt and _ lease for $300 to $600 per day. Larger cle has been shown to be an effec- 
copper nodules cover the sea bot- Larger craft, like “Aluminaut,” “DS- tive tool that will eventually open 
tom. Tin is being taken from the sea 4,000” and “Deep Quest,” lease for the oceans for the good of all man- 
off Thailand, magnetite off Japan, $5,000 to $6,000 per day. All of these kind. It is not a matter of time as far 
and diamonds off Southwest Africa. vessels’ work schedules are booked _ as the seas are concerned. They will 

Man is already opening some of _ solid. always be there. But the opportuni- 
the doors. His progress with sub- The “Aluminaut” earned over _ ties do lie with the imaginative and 
mersibles has grown fantastically $80,000 searching for the lost H- courageous man, and it is he who 
over the past five years. It is esti- bomb off the coast of Spain. “Pisces” will tap the ocean for some of her 
mated that by 1970 $5 billion will is recovering lost torpedoes for the great treasures. 

be pumped into economic activities U.S. Navy, which is willing to pay 
involving the oceans; 70 per cent of $2,500 for each practice torpedo A 
this amount will be put up by pri- found, as they originally cost $70,000 J 
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Atmosphere for Achievement 
If you are contemplating a career in equipment and systems which are ballistics, dynamics, thermodynamics, 
aerospace, your next ten years are making headlines the world over. You guidance, structures, mechanical 
critical ones. The exposure you get will have access to four highly rated design, electrical design, reliability, 
to major projects, the caliber of your colleges and universities for advanced _ test engineering and materials 
associates, the quality and availability | study. Your assignments will be research. 
of educational institutions for advanced selected from more than one hundred 
study, and the recognition you get for key study and development projects. 
personal achievements will all count A variety of outstanding career 
heavily toward building your Opportunities are yours at Convair 
reputation and your income. in the following areas of concentration: See your placement officer to arrange 

At Convair you will find management aeronautical, electrical, electronic and a personal on-campus interview with 
sensitive to the importance of your mechanical engineering; engineering our representatives, or write to 
personal development and you mechanics and engineering physics. 

will work in an atmosphere of Engineers will be assigned to Mr. J. J. Tannone, Supervisor, 
achievement side by side with some the following areas: advanced systems, Professional Placement and Personnel, 
of the most capable people in our systems analysis, space sciences, life | Convair Division of General Dynamics, 
industry—the people who developed sciences, information sciences, 5633 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego, 
Atlas-Centaur and other space age scientific data processing, aero- California 92112. 

GENERAL DYNAMICS 

Convair Division 
San Diego, California 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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* . m0 Randy Trost, Wisconsin ’67 

I never feel like a rookie 

“Sure it’s my first year with B&W, but I’ve been too out making steam generation equipment. That led to 

busy to think about that. I’ve been working in my field atomic power stations, nuclear marine propulsion 

all along, and the training sort of blends right in.” equipment, refractories, specialty steel, machine tools, 
If Randy Trost sounds like a B&W booster, you computers, and closed-circuit TV. (And we still make 

should hear what his supervisor says about him. the best boiler in America.) 

We're looking for aggressive, talented young engi- If you'd like to talk with Randy Trost about BeW, 

neers like Randy. We want you if you want significant call him collect at our facility in Lynchburg, Virginia, 

responsibility from the start. In fact, we need more AC 703 846-7371. 

engineers than ever before. That’s because we’re grow- In the meantime, be on the lookout for the BeW 

ing faster. Sales were $560 million last year. Up 17 recruiter when he visits your campus. 

per cent. The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 East 42nd 

That’s how it’s been from the beginning. We started Street, New York, New York 10017. 

Babcock & Wilcox



PROLONGED SUBMERGENCE continued from page 27 
See errr 

tem has a great many safety advan- shore oil platforms so they could be cal steps leading to prolonged sub- 
tages. Because the diving chamber salvaged. The platforms had been mergence dives to one thousand feet 
is nearby, the diver’s safety is greatly destroyed by hurricane Betsy inSep- _ by 1969, and eventually to 1,500 feet, 
enhanced and his peace of mind is tember, 1965. After this job, the sys- possibly within the next five years. 
increased immeasurably. Because tem was used to cut pilings to a uni- The technology is available now and 
the diver only has to swim to the form height for a bridge across Nar- we need only to refine our tech- 
chamber, he can escape dangers ragansett Bay between Jamestown niques and our equipment to go to 
such as sharks easily and save him- | and Newport, Rhode Island. greater depths.” 
self in case of equipment malfunc- With the capabilities to this depth, 
tion. Without this chamber, as in THE FUTURE however, a vast new frontier of min- 
conventional diving, the diver has With this type of system, much erals, food, and other natural re- 
no place to go but up, which is little deeper dives are possible than the sources will be opened up, a frontier 
help because it takes about three currently reached depth of 600 feet that could go far to eliminate man’s 

minutes to ascend 200 feet, and, — achieved in June, 1967. Alan R. Kras- Wworrtes about running, out of PU? even if a diver could last that long, erg, life support advisory enginecr _ Plies for the earth’s ever-increasing 
he would have a case of the bends fo, Westinghouse Corporation, Population. 
that would probably be fatal. points out that “our 600-foot demon- \ 

Another safety factor is the ability stration dive is one of a series of logi- —~y 
to continually and precisely control _— — . (eS. HY 

Krasberg unit. Another factor is the _ _ : 2 \ 8 fi 
ability to provide quick medical aid a a | | ea CF. ff Pes 
to an injured diver because of the Cr |’ mo 6 hCUg lt Beet 
DDC. Outside technicians and med- rt iin )6—ChlkttiéisS fee 

ber or observe activities within the oo _ > & UP 
chambers. Other systems, such as Lr : . VN Ol . 
the bottom mounted Conshelf, are : ee — 

One of the greatest advantages is _ a : Oe wa. fl 
the tremendous reduction in the CFE | Wx) oe ee 
number of times a diver must go WS \ & ee 
through decompression and the pre- el ~~ . le eS yy ts fr... : 

over the decompression cycle. Since ee _ Bes UE NY, ts 
none of the decompression cycle is Ff a .: aN eae | * 
spent in the water, the surface crew = 2 iy Se, “<< eX ib . fe 
can efficiently monitor and control ed Vee ee 3S Na 
all stages of the cycle.  @ ie AGEL ty\ “We a 

The safety advantages are illu: = a [PA | | i » WAN \\ 4g 
trated by the statistic that in over 7 yi, Me 1 | fb.  Wexhh \y 
5,000 hours of working time there 4 —) oT Pehl ES 
has been no disabling accident, a ia Ee a IW‘ : 
remarkable feat in one of the world’s a F f L fae ‘ 
most dangerous occupations. pj oa i a_i ; ; 

PRACTICAL USES ge dt f Yo 
OF CACHALOT K | : i | v : 

The Cachalot system is not just an / A ie Fi H 
experimental system developed to ca = Ai | eae) 
see how deep man can go. It has } Wie fe a Cae al 
been successfully used on several “l fe ie ae pi 
commercial projects, with great sav- y yi] oR 
ings in time and money. In 1965 the He! all 
system was used to clean and repair re ' 
trashracks on the face of Smith wh 
Mountain Dam near Roanoke, Vir- 

ginia, at a depth of 200 feet. In 1966 ] N 
the system was used in a salvage } | 
project in the Gulf of Mexico. Divers J , 
capped wells and cut apart two off- Fig. 3. The Submersible Decompression Chamber. 
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Well, here are a few things you can do: designing, installing and maintaining advanced communica- 
. cera tions services for government, industry and home customers 

Plan and design data communications networks. in the area served by your local company. 

Engineer microwave relay, telemetry and switching You will be given immediate responsibility with a chance to 
systems. prove your potential early. And from then on you'll have every 

Advise and consult on total communications systems. — PPortunity to advance your career as rapidly as you can. 
. You may work with the Telephone Company in your home 

Advance your education—at our 18-month work-study area or with any one of the other 21 Bell System Companies 
course at Bell Telephone Laboratories, or our data in other parts of the country. 

communications school at Cooperstown, N.Y., or one If you'd like to be in the forefront of rapidly developing 
of many colleges we send men to for advanced study. communications changes and innovations, call or write: 

Anticipate and plan the future of communications. Personnel Manager, College Employment 
. American Telephone & Telegraph Company /#Am 

The opportunities for working with a Bell Telephone 195 Broadway, Room 2116A ZA ATs 

Company are endless, and challenging ... and now! New York, New York 10007 7 and Associated Companies 

You will work with the scientists and engineers at Bell Phone: Area Code 212 - 393-3687 
Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric Company or contact your local Bell Telephone Company. 
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“It’s possible that Celanese 
"t i t 99 wort appeal to you: 

**Unless You’re Ambitious, Flexible, Creative, Imaginative, etc.”’ 

If you rebel at the idea of being dropped into a pro- If you have a professional degree in chemistry, 
fessional slot, you’re our kind of person. chemical, mechanical or industrial engineering, 

We need competent, imaginative, flexible individ- physics or marketing, Celanese has a lot to offer you. 
uals. Because we’re that kind of company. We Frankly, we also expect a lot. But 
encourage our people to take risks, to find novel— a the rewards are based on perform- 
even off-beat—approaches to os ance. Not on how old you are or 
technical, managerial and f. ‘how long you've been with us. By 
marketing problems. We a ib the same token, we do not have 
believe that only a bold, 4 .. formal training programs. We 
creative staff can con- £ ; Sees, do have a very deep interest 

tribute tothe continued | {meg 9 | ©. ingiving you as much respon- 
growth ofacorporation == sibility, and in pushing you 
that is already bold and SO ~~ “along just as fast and far 

creative. = » as youcan go. 
Maybe that’s why Chemical Week j >» ae If this sounds 

magazine, in awarding us the Kirk- Lo D ~ ) , goodtoyou, discuss 
patrick Award for ae / < », __4 us with your faculty 
Achievement, titled the arti- a a J » __.._ and placement of- 
cle “Portrait of a Win- a . | - _ ficer. And see our 
ner.’ And wrote fo a | > — representative when 
“Keys to Celanese ye i . ~~ he is on your campus. 
Corporation’s vic- : C uv , | Or write to: John B. 
tory: an alert, ag- 7 . , i q Kuhn, Manager of University Recruit- 
gressive manage- fp  g@ L a ment, Celanese Corporation, 522 
mentteam, explicit — fa L - Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036. 
planning and well- | a” - s 
defined roles.” ‘ — i. _ an equal opportunity employer 

CELANESE 
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9 We’ve got the 
e 

little pond 
9 e 

yow’re looking for... 

If you are looking for the opportunity that can only little “‘ponds” . . . have a talk with the man from 

be offered by a large corporation... one that will Automatic Electric. He’ll also tell you about our 
offer you an interesting position now and not three educational program, with tuition paid when you 

to five years from now . . . investigate what Auto- attend graduate classes at one of the many colleges 

matic Electric has to offer! in our area. Or, you may enroll at one of the courses 

Automatic Electric is the telephone company that we hold on our own premises to earn credit toward 

stresses youth and the development of new ideas in an advanced degree. 

electronic systems. Our project groups are small be- See your placement director to arrange a personal 

cause we want to avoid that “little frog in a big interview, or write to James G. Cobban, Manager, 
pond”’ feeling. Professional Employment, Automatic Electric 

We have positions for you in applied research, Company, Northlake, Illinois 60164. 

design, development and manufacturing, if you’re a 

degree candidate in any of the following fields: 

Blectrical Engineering Mather AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC Electrical Engineering Mathematics 

Industrial Engineering Computer Science sussioiany of GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 

Chemical Engineering 

Find out how you can take a dip in one of ourexciting an equal opportunity employer 
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Be frustrated. As only a participant can be. [] We'll give you every opportunity to participate. To 

stretch your mind. To struggle with a problem until you get mad. Until you solve it. And get the 

credit you deserve. [] We don’t promise the world. Or the moon. Just the satisfaction of using your 

talents. Day after day. L] Whether you're in research and development, marketing, refining, 

planning and engineering, or administration. [J] Your pencils are waiting. [] That’s what we prom- 

ise. If it’s enough, write our Recruiting Coordinator, American Oil Company, Dept. 3-N, oO 

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60680. AMERICAN OIL COMPANY ences) 
wey 

e 

Come with us 
and be fulfilled. 

& 
“* 

. vy 
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Because bearings are in practically everything better we like it. Because the better you do, the 
that moves. All the way from aerospace to slot better we do. 
cars. Bearings of all sizes. Some big enough to For further information, contact our Director 

drive a truck through. Some no larger than a col- of Personnel Planning, The Torrington Company, 
lar button. Torrington, Connecticut 06790. 

Bearings will give you a first-hand working We'll also be on campus for interviews in 
knowledge of many industries. That’s the quickest | October and February. 
way to the top in any one of them, ours included. Engineering opportunities at Torrington avail- 

And we at Torrington will do our best to smooth — able in Manufacturing, Design, Research, 
the way for you. The faster you get ahead, the Sales, Product, Industrial. 

Wisconsin grads are no strangers to Torrington. For instance: Lee Reese, 1955, Project Engineer ¢ Harvey Mauel, 1958, 

Assistant Manager—Distributor Sales ¢ Thomas McMurray, 1961, District Engineer ¢ Greg B. Howey, 1964, Inter-Division 

Engineer @ Richard Bartes, 1964, Machine Design Engineer @ James H. Ball, 1965, Project Engineer @ Dennis T. Even, 

1966, Sales Engineer. 

ePOORESy 

2 z THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
& @ Torrington, Connecticut 06790 

Shy of 15 manufacturing plants in North and South America, Europe and Asia 

BEARINGS . MACHINE NEEDLES . METAL SPECIALTIES . STITCHING AND SWAGING MACHINES 
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Are you looking for something better from university 
life? 

We are something better! 

Recently, THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER was judged, 

by professional writers, editors and artists, as the 

“Third Best All-Around Magazine” in the fifty-five 

magazine membership of the Engineering College 
Magazines Associated (ECMA). For our special “Look 

at Engineering at Wisconsin, Past, Present and Future” 

issue last January, we were awarded honorable men- 

tion for “Best Single Issue”. The striking deep pink cov- 
er of our May, 1967, issue was chosen as the “Best 

Cover for a Single Issue”. We also captured the “Best 

Cover for all Issues” award. 
Are you looking for something better? 
We are something better. We could teach you about 

writing, layout, editing, photography and running a 

$16,000 a year business. 
Then again, you might be able to teach us. We are 

looking for something better, too. Call me, Dick Shell 

at 233-1265. 

2. A ductile material can be formed in 

presses, and Malleable castings are com- 

momly punched, roll threaded, joined to 

other parts, or otherwise formed to meet 

design requirements. 

. ry A well-known application is the Malleable 

One of the outstanding properties dibresiial housing. on a0 autemotlic, 
On many cars steel tubes are rammed 

of M a | | ea ble | ron Ca st | ng S into each of the side ports of the Malleable 
differential housing to create the axle 

housing. The Malleable expands slightly 
Ductility is a property which provides Malleable iron with a vital safety margin for parts to accept the tubes... then holds them 

under stress. rigidly for the life of the automobile. 
A special heat conversion process transforms the material from brittle ‘‘white iron” Despite the anticipated road jolts, the 

toa tough, ductile metal with 10-18% elongation in two inches for ferritic grades, 2-10% only joining operation is a small puddle 
for pearlitic malleables. Ductility is important for two reasons: weld to maintain alignment of the tubes. 

1. It guards against sudden failure of a ' s 1 

rnaterial. Under a static overload, a ductile db ~ 

part will deform gradually, giving visual wulffgg 

evidence that failure is occuring. Impact a ii 

will create sudden deformation, but un- a gle o G 

jess the overload is far above anticipated AA xy Gf 

jevels, the part will stay in one piece. ein. G1 a le . > / 
ee a es GO aed S 

The faith which engineers place in 5 (a ae ————— s 

Malleable castings for shock applications at a eae a | 

is typified by the bridge rail posts pic- {qq IB) cage ae oe © <7 
tured at the right. More than 30 states 1 Gel oe ee 
now specify Malleable for these posts _  _SSsBseGse / 
because tests show the material can eee : 
absorb greater impact than lightweight —_—_—_—rr—~— 
metals. : ee 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY » UNION COMMERCE BUILDING 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 °UNoeRs sacle 
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We’ve almost lost a good word, and we hate to see it go. 

The movie industry may feel the same way about words such as colossal, 

gigantic, sensational and history-making. They’re good words — good sym- 

bols. But they’ve been overused, and we tend to pay them little heed. Their 

effectiveness as symbols is being depleted. 

One of our own problems is with the word “opportunity.” It’s suffering sym- 

bol depletion, too. It’s passed over with scant notice in an advertisement. 

It’s been used too much and too loosely. 

This bothers us because we still like to talk about opportunity. A position 

at Collins holds great potential. Potential for involvement in designing 

and producing some of the most important communication systems in 

the world. Potential for progressive advancement in responsibility and 

income. Unsurpassed potential for pride-in-product. 

That’s opportunity. 

And we wish we could use the word more often. 

Collins representatives will visit your campus this year. Contact your 
College Placement Office for details. 

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL 

An equal opportunity employer. a 
COLLINS 

WZ 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS * CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA * NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA * TORONTO, ONTARIO 
Bangkok Frankfurt * Hong Kong * Kuala Lumpur « Los Angeles * London + Melbourne * Mexico City * New York * Paris * Rome * Washington « Wellington 
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wisconsin’s {imest presents 

Lyn Harri 

Lyn, a home economics major, has a passion for living, ai a | tome : " 

for fun. and for freedom. She plays guitar and sings hun- i ‘ ' ‘ asf 7 - 

dreds of folk songs. She loves to figure skate as much as 4 di i i) 

she loves to dance. ; j a) Ae 

Cae 
— 

Lf oe = wl 

—_— — - _ . ’ . 

. 9 or ~K ee ics 
ne { x 4 a et 

j a, 
f wepettyt wots 

’ ie a 

' Bon a Cee 
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¢ fd ee a eS Lyn usually has a pet rabbit or a robin or a cat which 

/ fF oa NYS. she can’t keep. Sometimes she takes long walks to seek 
fe Ee : _ : . 
igs oN Ni. out beautiful things in nature. We agree that Lyn is one 

: i f a oN of the beautiful things. ‘ a v 
ie a 
he , iy , 
Qe, We 4 5 
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photos by Norm Frater < J 
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fa CONSTRUCTION poy ph 

i 1? SA fy 

THE ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

offers you a challenging civilian career with: 

sin I The world’s foremost and largest engineering organization 

ty (pre I > in the construction field, pioneering new and advanced engineering 

Yael ey practices and concepts. 
2 NS . 

F \ oN Hl An organization whose work spans virtually the entire 
< ‘ \ \ range of modern engineering, including comprehensive planning 

YD , \ se \e \ for development of water and related land resources of entire 
: Set bit A river basins; design and construction of multi-unit, multi-purpose, 

AX / fe ; \B slip integrated systems that encompass navigation, flood control and 
I / KS I major drainage, hydroelectric power generation, municipal and in- 

| ae PY NS dustrial water supply, irrigation, water quality control, beach ero- 
f> SS sion control and hurricane protection, water-oriented recreation, 

a preservation and enhancement of fish, wildlife, and natural beauty 
values; and planning, design, and construction of complicated, ad- 

D ita vanced-concept military structures such as the Nike-X anti-missile 

. as system, launch facilities and bases for the intercontinental ballistic 

RS missiles, airfields, housing, schools, laboratories, and nuclear power 

yy NS facilities. In addition are the allied fields of cartography, geodesy, 

a: j ] ie, mathematics and engineer intelligence. 
iss, ] A i: 

cine 7 a Hl An organization that recognizes each engineer as an in- 
ee ) Sa Rap dividual, providing well-rounded career development programs 

=—— TL Ru with on-the-job training; courses at government expense in colleges, 

toe, Uh i i universities, and seminars as necessary to assure steady progression 

Sates Die >= to top professional and managerial levels; encouragement and as- 
| sistance in attaining professional registration and recognition; and 

oN an opportunity to win national and international awards. 

lf An organization with offices and projects in nearly every one 
of the 50 States and in many foreign countries that encourages 
employees to further their development by accepting new and chal- 

D i i a = a e ral m7 i afm ™ ; : lenging assignments. 

4 we Boe as — were I f Hf An organization which provides excellent rates of pay with 
see oe | its yas { liberal fringe benefits, including generous retirement annuity, com- 
my ene fi a plete health and life insurance coverage, paid vacation leave, 

ey ay isi Dish military training leave with pay, generous sick leave; and special 

Q) hs ti . pay awards for outstanding performance and suggestions that im- 

fie prove operating efficiency, 

eassuh Ny If you're thinking this is all too good to be true, you're wrong! 
aa) All of the above is available to you in a civilian engineer career 

= eH) with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. If you are interested, you 
, can get further information from the Chief of Engineers, Department 

= of the Army, Washington, D. C. 20315. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

WRITE FOR AN ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE “YOUR CAREER” 
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President Harrington’s new office will overlook beautiful Lake Mendota. 

courtesy State Historical Society of Wisconsin 
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Shell is a pair of sneakers—made from 
our thermoplastic rubber. 

Shell is a milk container—we were a 
pioneer in the all-plastic ones. | 

Shell is a steel island—we are installing 

deepwater platforms for drilling and produc- 
ing offshore oil and gas. 

Shell is a clear, clean country stream 

—aided by our non-polluting detergent mate- 
rials. 

Shell is a space capsule control—ener- 
gized by Shell's hydrazine catalyst. 

Shell is food on the table—made more 
plentiful by Shell's fertilizers. 

Shell is mileage gasoline—developed 
through Shell research. 

Shell is a good place to build a career 

Shell is an integrated research, engineer- business, Shell offers an unusual spectrum 
ing, exploration and production, manufac- of career opportunities. Why not find out 
turing, transportation, marketing organiza- | more about them by sending a résumé to 
tion with diverse technical operations and — Manager, Recruitment Division, The Shell 
business activities throughout the United | Companies, Department E, 50 West 50th 
States. To talented graduates in the Street, New York, New York 10020. An 
scientific disciplines, engineering ue Opportunity Employer. 

Shell Oil on 
Shell Development Company /Shell Pipe Line Corporation. 
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_ 

L if fC / 

GO er ee , WHEN - 

_ *K Speculation concerning the future is a luxury no one 
can afford. Therefore, it is fortunate that you have the 
opportunity of talking to many companies before you _ 

make a final decision. 

All will offer good salaries, fringe benefits, training, per- 

a sonal growth opportunities and many other things. 

At Whirlpool, we offer the same material things. So, 

what makes us different from all the rest? 

Mainly, it’s because ours is one of the few companies 

. in which you have the opportunity to contribute to your 
_ own environment... and that includes everything from - 

_ integrated appliance systems to food, water and waste _ 
— management systems for NASA. - 

* You could say that Whirlpool is the “better living” 

_ oriented company ... where young professionals like you _ 
are seen, heard and above all .. . listened to. 

Since we are so very different, we ask you: 

ce if not us .... WHO? 
- if not now... WHEN? _ 

_ WE NEED YOU TO HELP US TAKE THE NEXT STEP. 

[ 1 l 1r poo An equal opportunity employer 
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A Fairy Tale Looking coldly at the C.E. who A whale and a sardine frequented 
Once upon a time a beautiful had just given him a nickel for carry- a certain bar together, once nightly 

girl was walking through the woods ing his bag twelve blocks, the little for over three years. One night the 
when she came upon a poor little boy said, “You know, mister, I know sardine came in alone. Now, the bar- 
frog who spoke as follows: something about you.” tender was an understanding man, 

“Lady, once upon a time I was a “What?” asked the C.E. so, after a respectable pause, he ven- 
handsome prince, but a big black “You're a bachelor.” tured to ask the fish, “Where’s the 
witch turned me into a frog.” “That's right. Do you know any- whale,” thinking, of course, that they 

“Oh, that’s too bad,” said the thing else about me?” were close friends after three years 
beautiful girl, “is there anything I “So was your father.” of drinking together. But, to his sur- 
can do to help you?” 8 8 prise, the sardine indignantly re- 

“Yes indeed,” replied the frog. “If The wife was always antagonized plied, “What am I, my _ blubber’s 
you will take me home with you by her husband’s going out at night. kipper?” 
and put me on your pillow I will His departing words, which espe- o 8 @ 
be saved.” cially angered her, were always, A sweet young thing breezed into 

So the beautiful girl took the poor — “Good night, mother of three.” a florist shop, dashed up to an elder- 
little frog home with her, and the But one night, she could stand it Jy chap puttering around a plant and 
next morning when she awoke there _ no longer, and when he took his hat, inquired, “Have you any passion 
beside her was a handsome prince. started out the door, and called poppy?” 
And, do you know, to this day her cheerily, “Good night, mother of The old boy looked up in surprise. 

mother still doesn’t believe this story. three,” she answered quite as cheer- “Gol ding it!” he exclaimed. “You 
eo © ily, “Good night father of one.” just wait until I get through prunin’ 

M.E.: “Do you know who was the Now he stays home. this rose!” 
first engineer?” = 2 eee 

E.E.: “No, who?” An E.E. castaway on a desert Mrs. Catz would forage every day 
M.E.: “Adam, he furnished spare __ island pulled ashore a girl clinging _for food for her three kittens, Phht, 

parts for the first loud speaker.” to a barrel. Phht Phht, and Phht Phht Pbht. 

se 8 “How long have you been here?” One day, the meal disagreed with 

Visiting a critically ill lawyer in asked the girl. her young, who soon became ex- 
the hospital, a friend found him “Thirteen years,” replied the E.E. tremely ill. Ptomaine, no doubt, she 
propped up in bed, frantically leaf- “Then you're going to get some- thought as she called the doctor. 
ing through a Bible. thing you haven't had for thirteen —_ Following his advice, she gave them 

“What are you doing?” the friend years,” said the girl. each an aspirin and sent them 
asked. Replied the lawyer, “Looking “You don’t mean to tell me there’s off to bed. But, alas, poor Phht was 
for loopholes!” beer in that barrel.” too weak, and was overcome by the 

s 8 8 & 8 ® disease. Sadly she buried her young- 
Engineers are continually sur- Then there was the man who ap- ___ est kitten. Distressed by the thought 

prised to find that girls with the most __ peared in court to complain that he _ that her other offspring might die, 
streamlined shapes offer the most had awakened in the middle of the — and _ not feeling well herself, she 

resistance. night to find his wife pouring gaso- _ called the doctor’s office again. The 
“8 line over him. secretary took the call, and said that 

Lawyer: My ancestors came over “And what,” the Judge asked, “did the doctor was out for the day. Al- 
in the Mayflower. you think your wife was planning to —_— most hysterical now, Mrs. Catz asked 

M.E.: It’s lucky they did; the im- _do to you?” for his home phone. “It’s a matter of 
migration laws are a little stricter “Well, your honor, I’m afraid she life or death — you see, I already 
now. was planning to make a fuel of me.” —_—shave one Phht in the grave.” 
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DROP EVERYTHING! 
Pick up a copy of “‘Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course” 
at your placement office.* Sign up for an interview when our recruiters visit your campus. 
They’re looking for prospects with pizzazz. Do you measure up? 

*Or write to Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. 

An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program 

BETHLEHEM STEEL i 
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Top grades as a kid, to get into college. 
Then the matter of ival through 
f fi f engineeri our or five years OF engineering study. 

S ith luck i oon, with luck, the battle will be won. 
A full-fledged engineer 
has been created, 

ie 

a _ 

a — 

Bae 

the boss! 

AND HE HAD BETTER BE READY FOR YOU. Bosses Class of 1968 than for the boys of °38. Not all ’68’s finest 

who think like caricatures lack the capacity to run important engineering minds disclaim knowledge of how to handle a 

operations that call for the brightest operating talent that a screwdriver nor shun empiricism. We offer excellent carrots, 
stepped-up educational system turns out. The new talent that along with money, to engineers with a knack for making 
may or may not choose to make itself available takes a care- things work even when they can’t explain why. 
ful look at the carrots being offered. 

Once we decide we like that bright new talent—and we EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY . 

decided that quite a while ago—it becomes necessary to put Business and Technical Personnel Department 

up with their demands. Aside from the expected attrac- Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

tive package of salary, benefits, and advancement plan, the 
ones we have chosen to chase often demand in addition an We seek mechanical, chemical, industrial, and electrical 

¢ , saver . 1 . f though engineers. In Rochester, N.Y., we make photographic and 
opportunity to try their newer and subtler ways of thought non-photographic products. In Kingsport, Tenn., our 

against old problems. As it happens, we need this type badly, ‘Fennessce Eastman Company males fDers: plastics, 
i “i . < ~ and industrial chemicals. In Longview, cs because we have plenty of stubborn old problems, plenty of Texas Basteaa Company Hoes ‘petrochemistry, 

financial incentive to crack them, and a very stable platform and in Columbia, S. C., our Carolina East- 

for launching new ventures that take a little while to pay off. man Company has a new fibers plant. Kodak 

(The latter must not be underrated as an attraction.) Fate He oer sean oppors — 

Sweeping generalizations are no more reliable for the to those who want it. :
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General Electric 

ngineers and scientists 
. . 

are helping to satisfy the 
. 

needs of society... 

. . age 

like beautiful cities 
2 A technical career at General Electric can put 

you in the position to help beautify our cities. 

Inquisitive minds in research and advance 

| development at G.E. are evolving many concepts 

: to give our cities a clean, all-electric look. 

: Design engineers are translating concepts into 

ty components and systems, while manufacturing 

engineers are developing the methods and machines 

that bring designs into being as useful products. 

Cnn 
ie Technical marketing specialists are working with 
ea electric utilities and city planners to give 

ale mushrooming urban landscapes like Phoenix, 
Fe ee Atlanta and Chicago, a bright, all-electric face. 

oF PR Be aa Urban living has already begun to change as a 
a eee result of the contributions made by General 

ae i _eS——s / Electric engineers and scientists, contributions aoe eee | oo sentiaa ec 
i a —re - like air and water purification systems, underground 

ne pam ff , : el rer _— — oF power equipment to preserve nature’s beauty, 

: : eee Fe all-electric heating facilities, rapid-transit 

Soper —C<Ct*éi‘<iSC—~—~‘“‘C___sBs¥tems, and a hundred more. 

a “iceman ace eas So — . | ern ~~ You can help develop new products and concepts, 

4 ee a | oo new facilities, processes, and manufacturing 
a y oe ee es 4 : systems, or new applications and markets in 

i cm = oe Ce i} —_your technical career with General Electric. 
ei. oo r For more information write: D. E. Irwin, 

x t - “ Section 699-20, Schenectady, New York 12305. 
‘ H 5 

et ee 

(it a ae . ; fi = " iA eee GENERAL @Q ELECTRIC 
ex: ~ ee =a ° An Equal Opportunity Employer
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